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Oldest And Youngest War Workers

Caldwell Board Receives Instructions To
Prepare Quota;
Go In October

e‘efrarAatsliate'

(By Associated Press)
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ates Named To
rus Convention
D. Armstrong, president;
Rowland, vice president,
.L Mays, a director, have
named district delegates
resent the Princeton club
annual district convenof Kiwanis, to be held Oc3. 4 and 5 at Somerset.
ates named are R. S.
G. M. Pedley and Joe
can

Pictured in the Red Cross Surgical Dressings
corner Market and E. Court Square, are Mrs. Mattie workroom,
Downing.
72, and Barbara Sue Graham, 13, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. F.
Graham, and Shirley Ann Farmer, 13, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Farmer, oldest and youngest regular volunteers in the war
project where bandages and sponges for use in overseas hospitals
of the U. S. armed forces and their Allies are made. In recent
weeks production at the local workroom has shown a big jump
but more volunteers are needed.

Visiting Soldiers Entertained
At Dinner By Church Women
Princeton U. S. 0. Center entertained 69 soldiers last weekend, who were provided with entertainment and
refreshments
donated by West End residents,
and grapes and candy, presented
by Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wood.
Others donating refreshments
last week were Mesdames R. M.
Pool, Mollie Wylie, Carroll Wadlington, J. B. Wadlington, Hearne
Harralson, John B. Chilton, W.
L. Cash and John H. McLin.
Ten soldiers were extended
invitations for dinner served in

the dining room of Ogden Memorial Church Sunday by Mrs. J.
B. Griffith, an experiment originated by the Rev. and Mrs. E.
S. Denton, which proved so successful that dinner will be served to a limited number of soldiers each Sunday.
Next Sunday the Young Women's Missionary Society of the
church will have charge, with
Mesdames Stanley Sharp, Hillery Barnett and C. H. Jagger's
serving dinner to their families
and 20 soldiers.

3 New Teachers
Named For Butler

New Furnace Ordered
For Local Hospital

Schools Still Lack
Music Instructor As
Opening Nears
Three vacancies in the personSchool's
High
nel of Butler
teaching staff were filled at a
meeting of the Board of Education Tuesday night, but a music
teacher is still lacking, C. A.
Horn, superintendent, said Wednesday.
This is the high school's only
vacancy now, Mr. Horn said,
and unless a . suitable instructor
can be obtained, the post will
not be filled for the fall term,
which opens early in September.
Miss Martha Dee Neals, Clarksburg, Tenn., was named home
economics instructor; Miss Robert Lee Beck, Fredonia, science
and mathematics. and Mrs. James
L. Walker, mathematics.
\ Miss Dorothy Coleman, Paducah, spent several days here last
week with her oarents, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Coleman, West Main
street.

A new furnace,for the Princeton Hospital has been ordered
by Robert Morgan, owner of
the building, Walter Towery,
chairman of the hospital board,
said Wednesday. Priorities are
granted for purchase of furnaces
needed by hospitals and it is
hoped one can be obtained and
installed immediately, Mr. Towery said, the old furnace being
beyond repair.

New Encyclopedia Added
At George Coon Library
A new edition of the World
Book Encyclopedia has recently
been added to the shelves of the
George Coon Memorial Library
for the benefit of students and
the public generally. Miss Perle
Hawthorne is anxious for further additions to the Kentuckiana shelf started in May, to
which several donations already
have been received, she said
this week.
N. T. Cole, masso-therapist,
who hsa been for some time
working in a war
plant at
Evansville, has returned and
resumed his practice here, he
announced this week.
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Public Invited To
Free Movie Show
State Health Dept.
Asks Cooperation In
Fight On Disease
A free picture show sponsored by the State Department of
Health and calculated to inform
Princeton folk about protection
and improvement of health, will
be presented at the Capitol
Theater Wednesday afternoon,
Aug. 18, at 5:15 o'clock, and
again that night, at the courthouse, 8:30 o'clock, it was announced this week.
R. Van Roberts, a representative of the State Department of
Health, Louisville office, will
explain problems arising out of
the war and discuss better control of diseases here.
A special effort to afford more
protection here against venereal
diseases is being made by the
Health Department, Mr. Roberts
said, and cooperation of heads
of industries and businesses, of
housewives and all adults is
urgently invited.
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(By Associated Press)
Washington - The War Production Board (WPB) was reported Tuesday ready to allocate enough materials for manufacture of 100,000,000 shotgun
shells for hunting this fall-onesixth of the output in peacetime
years.

Addresses Rotarians
James G. Ratliff addressed
members of the Rotary Club at
their Tuesday night meeting on
The Attitute of Soldiers and
Civilians Toward One Another."
Mr. Ratliff was given a medical
discharge from the Army a
month ago.

Number 6

Donaldson Choice Of
Kentucky Democrats

In order to combat successfully the steadily increasing difficulty arising from shortage of
grain feed for livestock on farms
of Caldwell county, farmers are
urged by County Agent J. F.
Graham in a letter going out
this week to prepare now to seed
small grain this fall.
Mr. Graham points out that
farmers hereabouts, as elsewhere
in Kentucky, have during the
last few years increased the
numbers of livestock on their
land much faster than they have
increased feed production. He
calls attention to the fact that
reserve supplies of feed are gone
and that importation of grain
feed from sections which raise
more than they use has virtually
come to a talt, due to scarcity.
The answer is to sow as much
small grain in row crop land
as possible this fall, using lespedeza fields in many cases, the
county agent says. Small grains
will increase pastures and reduce the quantity of other feed
needed, while proving supplements for corn, he says.
Second point stressed in Mr.
Graham's letter is that maximum
production
should
be
sought through use of large supplies of fertilizer and lime. Farmers are counseled to take full
advantage of AAA allowances
and then to buy whatever is
needed for requirements.
"Regardless of handicaps
farmers may encounter, such as
labor shortages and lack
of
equipment, their responsibility
in this war is to produce the
needed
food
supplies,"
Mr.
Graham's letter concluded, and
"There are two major incentives:
It is the patriotic thing to do
and it is profitable."

Shotgun Shells To Be
Produced For Hunters
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Plant More Grain
For Feed, Graham
Urges Farmers
Farmers Obligated To
Produce War Food
Despite Handicaps,
Agent Declares

*

ursuant to orders received
National Selective Service
quarters. Caldwell County
Board has designated 35
n to appear Tuesday, Aug.
at 8 o'clock in the morning
re Dr. W. L. Cash, examinphysician, at the courthouse
for their first physical exations incident to duty with
nation's armed forces.
nouncement was made last
that Selective Service
ned to begin induction of
Ts in October and, while
local board has received no
nite instructions to send any
e male parents to the Evansinduction center as yet, it
been ordered to prepare
there
for examination
the draft date is establishWashington.
ose notified to appear: David
Mitchell, Anon Coope r,
es C. Bishop, Clarence H.
1, John D. Oliver, Erbie
Kermit Hill, Mark A. Vanr, Ed Jackson, Charles W.
(col.), Carl H. Williamson,
rt 0. Drennan, James R.
lock. Mayo Wilson, Howard
tone. Leonard Barnes, JohnG. Patterson, William HowCrowe (col.). J. D. Simpson,
eth B. Jacob, Euel W. Le-e, Ruby R. Sewell, Dewey
eal and Robert Salyers.

MISES BILL TO
LAW DAD'S DRAFT
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Awarded First Prize As Best
Kentucky Community Newspaper
In State Contest, June 19, 1943
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Fathers Will
IT First Draft
st Next Week
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Kilgore Forces
Win County By
126-Vote Margin

Gets Big Margin
-,.,f414.P7aaa,

Less Than Half Normal Democratic Vote
Cast In Dull Primary
Election

May, Wilson And

Hargrove Apparent
Winners; Republican
Tally Light

Caldwell county gave a plurality of 126 votes to Ben Kilgore, former secretary of the
Kentucky Farm Bureau, over J.
Lyter Donaldson, Carrollton
, .1. Lyter Donaldson
banker-farmer-lawyer, in
the
primary contest for the DemoNew State Senator
cratic gubernatorial nomination
Saturday. Lieut. Gov. Hodes K.
Myers, Bowling Green lawyer,
was third, John J. Thobe, Covington, last.
Totals: Donaldson, 502; Kilgore, 628; Myers, 199; Thobe, 4.
William H. May, Prestonburg,
was favored for Lieut. Governor
in this county by 73 votes over
Henry Ward, Paducah newspaper man. Totals: Mason, 60;
May, 500; McCann, 20; Peters,
12; Ward, 427; Whitaker, 73.
Fred L.
Weir, Owensboro
mayor, received a plurality of 89
votes in the county over Charles
K. O'Connell in the contest for
Secretary of State. Others to receive small margins in State
R. L. McDonald
aces here were: Constant, for
Auditor; Wilson, for Treasurer;
Phipps for Secretary of Agricultune; Brown for Clerk of the
Court of Appeals.
The vote was lighter in the
Democratic primary than forecasters had guessed, only 1,333
Roy L. McDonald, principal of
ballots being recorded in the
Governor's race, 1,070 in the Trigg Count,' Consolidated High
State senate contest and 1,271 School, won
the
Democratic
in the two county fight for the nomination for State Senator
seat in the State House of from
the Third district composed
Representatives now held by
of
Caldwell,
Trigg, Lyon, CritWilliam L. Jones.
tenden and Calloway counties,
GOP Primary Vote
Judge S. S. Willis, Ashland, by a plurality of 95 votes over
won the Republican nomination Burnett W. Porter, also of Trigg
for Governor without a contest. county. V. A. "Bill" Phillips, of
In the extremely light vote cast Princeton, incumbent, was third.
Phillips took Calloway county
here by the GOP Saturday, Kenneth H. Tuggle, Barbourville, by 323 over McDonald, won
was favored for Lieut. Governor; Caldwell by 274, with Porter
Mary Landis Cave, Leitchfield, second; and was leader in Critfor Secretary of State; Eldon S. tended by 109, with McDonald
Dummit, Lexington, for Attor- runner-up. He thus cerried three
ney General; Thomas W. Vin- of the five counties. Totals: Mcson, a native of this county but Donald, 2,690; Porter, 2,595;
a resident of Louisville, for Phillips, 2,117.
Lyon county, where he grew
Treasurer;
Elliott
Robertson,
Pleasureville, for Commissioner up and first taught school, gave
of Agriculture, and E. E. Hughes, McDonald his winning margin,
Smithland, for Clerk of the his lead there over Porter being
Court of Appeals. A total of 183 517.
Jones Is Loser
votes was cast in the GOP conIn the Caldwell-Trigg legislatests for Lieut. Governor.
tive contest for the House seat
held by William L. Jones, this
county, Joe E. Nunn. well known
Trigg farmer and former magistrate, won out by polling a big
vote in his home county. The
vote by counties was: Trigg,
Nunn, 2,084; Jones, 393; CaldNew Blacktop Road
well, Nunn, 342; Jones, 929. A.
F. Hanberry, this county, is the
Will Be Open Soon,
GOP nominee for this office.

Trigg Gets Senator
In Close Contest;
Jones Is Defeated

Cadiz Road Job
Nears Completion
Foreman Says

"With luck we will have the
job finished by the end of this
week," Shell Collins, foreman
on the Princeton-Cadiz road surMonday.
facing project, said
Rock and oil has been put on as
far as the Cobb-Y and rock is
down to the Old Osborne place,
31
/
2 miles from the city limit, he
said.
Rock is being obtained from
the Cerulean quarry and oil
shipments are coming fairly
well, Mr. Collins said.
The portion of the newly surfaced highway between Cobb-Y
and the Blackhawk Tavern requires some rolling but this
will be completed within a few
days, the foreman stated

Union Church Services
At Central Presbyterian

Union services will be held
Presbyterian
Central
at the
Church Sunday night at 7:30
Bethany Homecoming
The annual home coming at o'clock. Rev. A. D. Smith will
Bethany Methodist Church, six deliver the sermon.
miles north of Princeton, will
be held Sunday, Aug. 22. A Girl Scouts To Meet
A meeting of Intermediate
picnic dinner will be spread on
the church grounds at noilh Girl Scouts will be held Wedwith preaching serviecs that nesday, Aug. 18, at Butler High
afternoon.
School, it was announced
by
Mrs. J. D. Alexander, Scout
Mr. and Mrs. Stegar Dollar, leader, Tuesday. Plans will be
Bowling Green. spent Sunday discussed for a camping trip at
Pennyrile Forest Park
and Monday here.

Leads By 50,394
With Majority
Of Total Vote

Naval Recruiting At
Hopkinsville To End
Aug. 14; Office Closes
Recruiting activities for the
U. S. Navy at its Hopkinsville
substation will cease August 14,
J. C. McKee, CMM, recruiter in
charge, said Wednesday in a
letter to The Leader. The office
at Hopkinsville will be closed
after that date. Recruiter McKee
gave no information regarding
future enlistments in the Navy
from this section.

Pet Parade Planned
For Thursday, Aug. 19
A Pet Parade will be held
Thursday afternoon, Aug. 19, on
the playground at Butler High
School for the children, it was
announced Tuesday by Mrs. J.
D. Alexander, a supervisor.
Children are requested to bring
any pets in their possession. A
girls' tennis tournament will be
held next week and entrants are
requested to notify K. V. Bryant
this week.
4 Misses Virginia MeCaslin, Virginia Hodge, Margaret Terry
Davis and Mrs. Bernice Davis
left Sunday for Clear Creek,
where they will spend a week
attending a B. T. U. meeting.

With fewer than 10,000 votes
cast in Saturday's Democratic
primary election remaining to
be counted, J. Lyter Donaldson,
Carrollton, had polled 53 plus
percent of the total vote and his
lead over Ben Kilgore, St. Mathews, was climbing as the count
progressed. Lieut. Gov. Rodes
K. Myers, Bowling Green, was
a distanced third.
William H. May, Prestonburg,
had a lead of 6,000 votes over
John A. Whitaker, Russellville,
which was believed sure to be
maintained. Henry Ward, Paducah, was third, another 7,000
behind Whitaker.
Kilgore's strength was more
manifest in the First and Eighth
congressional districts. East and
north of Louisville, Donaldson
swept nearly everything, carrying at least 85 counties and
the State's nine congressional
districts. Kilgore was the only
candidate for Governor to lose
his home county. Jefferson,
where he lives, gave Donaldson
the lead and Myers more votes
than Kilgore.
Contests for Lieutenant Governor, Treasurer and Clerk of
the Court of Appeals were close,
especially the latter two, with
Holman Wilson, Louisville, apparently assured of the Treasurer's post and Brooks L. Hargrove, Louisville, winner over
Paul Brown, Lexington in the
clerk's contest.
A. E. Funk, Shepherdsville,
was unopposed for the nomination as Attorney General.
The Paducah
Sun-Democrat
said Wednesday morning that
Jack E. Fisher, incumbent, had
won the nomination for railroad
commissioner, First district, over
A. A. "Pont" Nelson, Benton.
Voting in the Republican primary was generally light over
favorable
the State and
to
candidates selected in advance
by GOP leaders.
The latest count in the vote
follows:
Democrat:
Governor: 4,077 of 4,293 precincts: Donaldson 129,528; Kilgore 79,134; Myers 32,353; Thobe
2,558.
governor:
Lieutenant
4,077
precincts: Mason 8,723; May 61,425; McCann 9,799; Peters 5,375;
Ward 46,751; Whitaker 54,120.
Secretary state: 4,065 precincts:
McDonough
19,189; O'Connell
68,423; Weir 43,178.
Auditor: 4,042 precincts: Constant 50,369; Shannon 70,556.
Treasurer: 4,049 precincts: Ball
58,305; Wilson 61,095.
Commissioner agriculture: 4,049 precincts: Fielder 26,967;
Miner 38,690; Phipps 52.861.
Court clerk: 4,065 precincts:
Brown 49,516; Hargrove 48,905;
Iler 18,910.
Republicans:
Lieut. Gov.: 3,996 precincts:
Candler 6,150; Hooper 5,635:
Lundy
5,898; Sullivan 6,227:
Tuggle 23,903.
Secretary state: 3,996 precincts:
Dummit 15,550; Hawkins 6,373;
Roberts 6,959; Whittle 11,116.
Commissioner agriculture: 3,996 precincts: Cecil 12,894; Robertson 23,172.
Court clerk: 3,996 precincts:
Hughes 21,804; Snyder 15,246.
It

State Health leader
Dies; Funeral Monday
(By Associated Press)
Louisville. - Funeral services
were held Monday for Dr. Arthur T. McCormack, State health
commissioner and secretary of
the Kentucky State Board of
Health, who died here Saturday.
The body was cremated and
the ashes taken to Bowling
Green for burial in the family
plot.
-I Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Schultz
Louisville, spent last week-end
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Towery and Rev. and Mrs.
0. M. Schultz.
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You will find yourself refreshed by the
presence of cheerful people. Why not make
earnest effort to confer that pleasure on
others? You will find half the battle is
gained if you never allow yourself to say
anything gloomy.—L. M. Child.
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Blitz In Germany
Will Bring Peace
Retribution comes apace for the despoilers of Poland, Belgium, France, England
. . . and ancient law of the Medes and the
Persians, An Eye For an Eye and a Tooth
for a Tooth, is about to be expounded in
full measure, the first thorough lesson having already been given at Hamburg.
And so, Gibbering Goebbels admits it,
Berlin is being evacuated "partially," and
German morale is breaking badly as Hitler's dissolusioned Nazis begin to know the
horrors of the blitz from the skies as Goering's Luftwaffe taught it to London three
years ago.
The Germans fight well when winning,
not so well when victory is doubtful . . sand
not at all when defeat is certain. This was
evidenced in World War 1, again in North
Africa and Siciliy. As German civilians
leave their beloved capital city, certainty
of defeat is with them . . . and the hundreds of thousands who lived in Hamburg,
a city the size of Philadelphia, will tell their
sorrowful tales of what the bombing there
was like as they spread over the countryside, in search of a modicum of safety from
populated areas.
We will see soon how well the vauffted
"Super Race" can take it! And the seeing
will be a pleasure, because men of the other
war's American Army already know: They
will fold up like dumb driven cattle, crying
"kamerad" and surrendering in droves, as
135 soldiers did when Sergeant Alvin York,
of Tennessee, charged an entire enemy company with his bayonet . . . and no cartridges in his rifle!
Germany is likely now to seek a quick
peace at any moment. She escaped war's
penalties, except for men killed and wounded in battle, in the last war simply by outfoxing us and our Allies and asking for an
armistice before any fighting could take
place on German soil.
It was a great mistake to let the Kaiser's
army off so easily . . . and this observer
hopes nothing of the sort will be permitted
again.
The air blitz is taking some of the terrors of war home to the German people and
their Nazi masters, who after all are but
the era's tools of the Junker army overlords. It is the Junkers and the rank and
file of the plain German people who must
be taught a lesson of the cost in blood an,
tears of war, the kind of war the "Super
Race" has learned to love but which they
will hate so profoundly when it is brought
close home to them.
Talk of punishing Hitler, Mussolini and
Tojo for their war crimes is as foolish in
this war as was the equally puerile propaganda of World War 1. These men are but
products of their kind, the human symbols
of an order that must be obliterated if the
world is to have, for any length of time, a
semblance of peace and neighborliness
among men.
We must get down to the root of the
evil of war this time . . . and this root is
the false philosophy of superiority which
teaches a simple people they shall rule the
world by might, by trickery, by dishonesty
. . . because their gods and their masters
have so ordained. The best, nay the only
way to dispel this philosophy is by force of
arms, the sole lauguage bullies can understand.
Surgical Dressings So Scarce
Soldiers Must Roll Their Own
A bit of information which should bring
vividly to the attention of all the urgent
need for increased production of surgical
dressings has come to our desk. It should
inspire to immediate action those women
who have not responded to the pleas of the
Red Cross to go to the local center a few
hours each week and help make these
dressings.
It is simply this. In at least one case, a
military hospital is so short of surgical
dressings that as soon as the patients have
recovered sufficiently they are put to folding the dressings. They are so short on

dressings that they are barely able to keep
a day's supply ahead.
Recently Russell Dyche, editor of the
London Sentinel-Echo, wrote an editorial
urging more women to volunteer for the
surgical dressing work of the Red Cross.
His editorial brought a letter from Bob
Daniel who is stationed at Maxwell Field,
Ala.
Daniel said he had just finished reading
Editor Dyche's editorial and was particularly interested because he had just fini..thed
folding some of them. He then went on to
say, "No, I'm not working in a Red Cross
chapter here, but I am a patient in the station hospital where I underwent a biolateral
hernia operation last Friday. It seems they
don't get enough surgical dressings here,
as I guess is the case maybe in several
places, so whenever a patient gets so he can
be rolled up in his bed to a sitting position
they put him folding surgical dressings.
They are very short on them here. In fact,
they are so short the patients who are able
have to fold one day for the next day's operations.
"I was talking to one of the nurses and
she said that for each operation they use
not less than 75 or 100 surgical dressings
for each patient before he is released from
the hospital. Some of them require from
150 to 200. The hospital here has 900 beds
and operations are going on almost every
hour of the day. So you can imagine how
many this one hospital requires and this is
probably one of a thousand or more which
must be supplied with surgical dressings.
"I don't think you could stress upon the
people at home how very important these
dressings are to the armed forces at the
fronts and even to the many army hospitals here in the U. S."—Somerset Journal.

111
— Washington In Wartime

Spotlight Turns On
Federal Jobholders
By JACK STINNETT
Washington—Just why the case of John
Bovingdon, $5,600 a year economic analyst
with the Office of Economic Welfare, who
once practiced and gave graphically illustrated lectures on "physical culture therapy," caused such a nation-wide furore is
quite a mystery to Rep. Robert Ramspeck's
(D.-Ga.) Civil Service committee.
After all, Mr. Bovingdon does have degrees from Yale and Columbia universities
and in pedagogic circles is entitled to be addressed as "Doctor."
The Ramspeck committee has in its files
a score of "more sensational" cases than
that and may start releasing them publicly
any day now.
Last March when the committee uncovered what they considered one of the most
flagrant cases of unjustified elevation of a
federal worker to high places, it got no
more than three paragraphs anywhere. Yet
that was the case of a $1,080-a-year messenger who in less than two years. was promoted to a $4,600-a-year job as "business
analyst."
The cases coming up as a result of the
House Civil Service committee's recent investigations are almost certain to go into
the file which will be used as the basis for
Congressional action in blocking the free
hand that many departments now have in
rapid promotions or uper-bracket appointments.
For example, investigations have been
completed in the cases of a former soda
jerker who stepped from that job into one
of personel director; and of a bell hop and
an elevator operator who now are job replacement officers.
In none of these three cases, I'm told, has
it been discovered that the men investigated have acquired degrees from Yale, Columbia or any other university.
The question is not one of previous occupation, but of fitness by education or experience for the jobs they now hold. In each
of these instances and several more, the
Ramspeck comittee will be prepared to
charge that the education or experience is
nil.
Benjamin Franklin, in 1783, predicted
that "men descending from the cloud" might
one day be used in battle.
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Pennyrile Postscripts
There once was a maiden of Siam,
Who said to her lover, young Kiam,
If you kiss me, of course,
You will have to use force,
But God knows you're stronger than
(J.S.)
I am."
Caldwell loses a State senator and
a representative, Trigg getting both,
as a result of redistricting and the
primary election last Saturday. The
vote was lighter here than in Trigg
and this beat William L. Jones, contributing also to the downfall of V.
A. "Bill" Phillips. Both home candidates received large complimentary
votes in this county, in proportion to
total cast . . . but this just wasn't
enough to "save" either.
Now candidates Kilgore and Myers
can get back to their regular knitting . . . which undoubtedly will include whole-hearted support of their
party's nominees. It is understood
Ben Kilgore has a better job to go to
than his old Farm Bureau connection
and Rodes Myers never lacks plenty
of lucrative law practice.
1/1111
Among those happiest that the primary is over certainly is Harry L.
Waterfield, solid newspaper man of
Clinton, who has a new boy baby at
his house to whom he is practically a
stranger . . . because he has been
away State managing the Kilgore
campaign since before the newcomer
arrived.
•
Princetonians fortunate enough to
forego travel these days escape numerous inconveniences and extraordinary experiences, by-products of war.
Bill Pickering says, for example, paying 50 cents for a cheese sandwich
wasn't so bad for me as his vain effort coming down Highway 62 one
day recently, to get a drink of water
Bill claims he asked at three places,
finally obtained a little warm water
in a soft drink bottle.
1111
Mrs. Trice Yates is among those
here who are very glad indeed the
children of Mrs .William Yates, who
had a very close call recently from
food poisoning, are on the way to recovery. Sympathetic friends have kept
the Trice Yates phone ringing, inquiring about the children there, who,
of course, have been and are perfectly well.
11111
The other night I noticed a lady's
legs (of course I'm not too old!) and
they looked like the makeup had all
run down to her ankles and the tops
of her feet. It was a very hot night,
following the hottest day of the summer, and the lady probably didn't
care how her lower extremities looked.
11111
The liquid makeup they put on their
legs must be a lot of trouble . . . too
much considering average result. Still
and all, there are compensations for
mere males . . . Such as towels on
the bathroom hangers where those
silken No. 9's used to be.
11111
Now Jackie, who has about recovered from tick poisoning and whooping cough, cannot understand why his
ma won't let Chocolate sleep with him

By G. M. P.

just because the dog has a slight touch
of mange.
/1111
Count your change and children before boarding the bus, reads a sign in
a station he visited recently, a returning friend tells me.
111111
Every man, however obscure, however far removed from the general
recognition, is one of a group of men
impressible for good and impressible
for evil, and it is in the nature of
things that he cannot really improve
himself without in some degree improving other men.
—Charles Dickens.
Henry Kaiser, the "one-a-day" shipbuilding wizard, is going to launch his
energies into the automobile business.
He plans a $400 post-war car, to be
sold at every gas station in the country. They'll sell for cash, thus eliminating finance charges, he says.
The versatile soy bean will soon be
used in macaroni making. The bean's
flour not only provides extra food
value but adds a pleasant new flavor,
say manufacturers.
Ilk
In this war our youngsters are
really going places and seeing things.
Hugh Cherry, Jr., with a Air Corps
detachment in Tunisia toward the end
of May, writes excellent discription of
the varied scenes and countries which
have passed under his eye . . . And
makes the war seem a not too terrible experience . . . thus far.
Bombay, India, Cairo, Alexandria,
the phyramids, deserts . . . and of
course, lots of oceans are in Hugh's
letter, and he makes them Very real.
But he seems to like the little towns
best, says they're cleaner and the
food is better. ,Chief desire of this
Princeton soldier is "to get it over
with and come back home."
A letter reached your reporter this
week from Major Joe T. Lovett, from
somewhere in China. Joe, who has
numerous friends here, has been in
India since leaving Ft. Hayes, Ohio
in mid -April, but now is attached to
an Air Corps helping the heroic
Chinese . . . and says he likes it
better there.
The J. T. Lovett, Murray, Ky.,
whose death in North Africa was reported Sunday, Aug. 15, in the Courier-Journal, lived in Calloway county
. . . but was an entirely different fellow from the former newspaper publisher at Benton and Murray who had
a charmed life in WW No. I, in
which he served as a Signal Corps
sergeant at 17.
Vandalism does not spare ancient
relics more than modern buildings in
Kentucky . . . Friday your reporter
saw an irregularly shaped stone on
which Squire Boone, brother of
Daniel, had carved his name in Kentucky's pioneer days and which is
enclosed in an iron fence on the
courthouse lawn at Richmond. It was
scratched and defaced with colored
crayons . . . and names of modern
Kentuckians who can claim only infamy.

,1

Are you taking care of your dial.,
emotional health? Does he
find
the home you make for him ago
of strength, confidence and
cheer? Is it a home in which
"
child is set above him in al:
and where he is set above no
Unless you can answer "yes" le ill
these questions, something needs to tt
changed. Maybe you feed him
and give him codliver oil daily
follow all the other rules. But if
lot
neglect the rule of calneand-bappt
home life, soon you will d ,
child is not thriving
Soon you will be coming to tea roe
is bad or uncontrollable, or lies
steals, or is "terribly nervous an%
the war."
In World War I General Petal*
discovered that some men went
pieces even before they saw a batte.
field. Others broke very soon iovje
the strain of fighting. Men who
seemed physically pei feet had to be
sent home, helpless victims of lid
shock." Today we have enough ki*
ledge of emotional health factors
eliminate most "shell shock" vitt*
before they get into uniform.
When we come to study more dea.
ly these men who go to pieces befell
the fighting begins, we discover ft.
thing very curious about them. Thei
are the veil, boys who back in kaal
days had a record of being maladjui
ed they are the boys who came fat
homes where trouble, grief, aux
or some other disturbing element"'
regular boarder. These soldiers looi•
ed physically healthy, but all of the,
were emotional invalids
Your child who is "nervous aim
the war" is not so very differentiae
the soldier with shell shock. Give he
time and he would be that soldierl
am going to tell you this fact: his le
fears are only an intensification d
something already there. For yea
child's body I would prescribe fooi
sunshine and play. For his emotional
development he needs love, joy, ard
a _sense of belonging to people to
are confident and calm. Give Is
these things and war will not troube
him.

—Odd But Science

Their Friends
Did Tell Them
By H. W. BLAKESLEE
AP Science Editor
Bloomington, Ind.—A social prop
lem of steel mills, known as telursa
breath, has been solved by Dr. Hall
R. Hulpieu, department of bio-clemi
try, Indiana University School d
Medicine, with the cooperation of lk
Louis Spolyer, head industrial kill
Indiana State Board of Health.
Tellurium breath is a fairly reed
arrival in steel mills. It is like gar(
but said to be more terrific. It come
from inhaling fumes of tellurium
fairly rare metal, used in mall
steel.
The men with tellurium
were not ill, in fact Dr. Halpin
Dr. Spolyer showed the fumes did
harm, despite the fact that te
is related to arsenic. But they
social outcasts.
Things got so bad in some
that men were threatening to clot
sue. The steel companies called
help in identifying the source cd
garlic odor._ It was found that the
tallic fumes are converted into
thyl tellurite in the human
and that compound stinks.
Only a few minutes bread
fumes may bring on a bad
lasting several days. The steel
panies got rid of the social p,
spectaby
by installing ventilators
fume
signed to draw off tellurium
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John S. Gardner,
of Agriculture and
I Ionic Economics
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Timely Topics
can Beetles'- -In the counties
writer has visited in the
just past, it appears that
ending of a generation is at
d, and the "birth" of the
t. On the under sides of the
are observed the motionpupae, yellow, but with fuzz
oriv one end, waiting to erneiently as "hard shells"
,
Soon there will be eggs,
then another horde of the
ay" lot in that may wreck
• with the "fall beans," the
ticultural shell beans, and
beans for drying. As no garcon afford to lose any of
, he will keep on the lookout
the FIRST eggs, and then
ay or dust with rotenone, or
magnesium arsenate, if no
are set. Removing spent
es (even at the sacrifice of a
straggling beans) is the
rt thing to do, to furnish the
tle no harbor.
omatoes.—Tomato plants to FATAL TRAIN TELESCOPE—At least seven servicemen were killed and 12 injured in these telkr title for the end of the escoped cars of a train which sideswiped another one near Moses Lake, Wash. —AP Telemat
—AP Telemat.
ner, certainly will be beneby spraying with Borux mixture or with its modsubstitute, copper oxide.
Salem, Indiana,
rt from holding the leafspot
July 26, 1943.
•ase in check, both these copNews representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
compounds have a tonic ef- who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county al- Mr. Gracean M. Pedley,
, apparently enabling the most 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files Editor and Publisher,
ts to withstand dry weather. of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a The Princeton Leader,
direct benefit from holding regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton, Kentucky.
tomatoes' leaves intact is that Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote My dear Gracean:
• are enabled to fulfill their
Permit me to congratulate you
ction of manufacturing the
on your recent awards both on
Princeton, Ky., June 19, 1923. cident occurred on West Main the Leader and the Lyon Counars- that give tomatoes their
-ghtful quality and flavor. Al- Prof. K. R. Cummins is quite a street.
ty Herald, which from copy of
the leaves help to give size busy man during his vacation. •I
your Leader just read seem to be
Registered Pharmacist
to
protect
fruit,
and
it
He
is cultivating his garden,
the
Princeton, Ky., August 31, well justified.
sunburning. With canned clerking in the store and won- 1923. Miss Carwin Cash, of the
We have always been a believtoes carrying ration points, dering whether he will make the Wylie & McClelland Drug Store, er in newspaper improvement,
those canned at home should race for the Senate. He has but is now a registeced phaimaeist. and as soon as one copy is off
conserved by using tomatoes a short time now in which to de- having recently passed a suc- the press, we want to make the
cide. It is Caldwell's time. What cessful examination conduct:d by next one better.
as late as one may.
Cabbage.—With late cab- do you say, Kelsey?
the State Board of Pharmacy.
Too few weekly newspapers
Dinner Party
e at a virtual standstill for
Miss Cash is the eldest daughter realize that news content, editor- --7une 26, 1923. of Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Casn and ial
at part-of August, it is at .1 Prin-cetera,-- K-Y-:,
policy, and good printing
• , !cy of the worms that Mrs. Lala Barnett entertained
• ..,n riot on the early cab- -with a delightful six o'clock din- is a bright, talented and clever bring advertising results as well
young woman, possessing, many as satisfied readership. From
-plied from the generation ner, Friday evening, June 22, at friends, who will join the Lead- time to time our
paper has been
cabbage is to survive until her home here. Messrs. Thorps er in extending unto her con- the recipient of state
and natof
Louisville, who gratulations upon her success in ional
e. It is too late to repine, but and Kinds,
awards, and I know the
rains start, it must be were Miss Virgie Barnett's house the recent examination as a reg - pride you have in having
(lane
determinedly. Rote- guests last week, being the hon- istered pharmacist.
the job well.
dust is the best single con- orees. Covers were laid for the
J. Elliott Baker To Seek
Your paper is well printed, the
• but as the. heads are still following young folk: Misses
Barkley's Place
advertising is very attractive and
from harvest, a mixture of Carwin Cash, Maymie Piercy,
Madisonville, Ky., September
:3 green, 1 part; arsenate of Virgie Barnett; Messrs. Bill 18, 1923. J. Elliott Baker, Prin- well placed, and I like your edi4: and hydrated lime 15 Thorpe, Charles Kinds and Billy ceton Attorney, while here an- torial page, which I see you keep
is, may be used with good Jones. The guests enjoyed a nounced that he would seek the free from advertising as is our
t But, once heading starts, swimming party at Lake Rabbit Democratic nomination for Con- own policy.
Perhaps you will enjoy seeing
• rotenone should be used. in the afternoon preceding the gress in the First Congressional
a copy or two of our "small-town
dinner hour.
District next year. The seat is weekly" which I
am sending you
Returns From Inspection Trip now held by Congressman Al- under separate cover.
aping Work 0. K.
Princeton, Ky., July 24, 1923. ben W. Barkley.
With warm personal regards,
Russell County
Mrs. Charles Curry returned
Cordially,
a families in Russell Friday from several points in Home Foods Save
WALTER H. CRIM,
:ave worked out a sys- the western section of the state,
Editor and Publisher.
of swapping work is told by where she visited and inspected $42 In One Month
ty Agent R. V. Trosper. Eastern Star Chapters. Mrs. CurMrs. Huey Aylor, member of
Lucite, from which airplane
der of the plan is the Rev. ry is Deputy Grand Matron for the Bullittsville Homemakers' turrets are built, is a coal-derivHigginbottom, farm leader District No. 4. She reports a de- Club in Boone county, estimates ed plastic.
county labor committeeman. lightful as well as a successtol that her home produced foods
ing neighboring farms, he trip, receptions being accorded used on the family table in a
d 19 women and girls and her by each of the Chapters vis- month's time, saved a cash outr ',-ys who were willing to ited.
lay of at least $42. Mrs. Aylor's
Princeton, Ky.. August 31, family varies in size from two
:ual hours of work and
iv for over-time. Their 1923. Mr. and Mrs. Otho Towery to six, according to the frequent
it includes haying, liar- entertained with an elaborate six visits of children and grandif grain and tobacco and o'clock dinner yesterday. The children. Her record of farm
of other crops.
visitors, who drove through in produced foods used included
cars, were accompanied home by milk, butter, eggs, pork, beef,
Mrs. Towery and little niece, poultry, home canned and stored
Miss Ellen Wood Towery, who fruits and vegetables, fresh garwill visit friends and relatives in den vegetables, meal, honey and
Marion through the week-end. lard. The grocery bill for the
month, for staples not produced
Bicycle Rider Hurt
Princeton, Ky.. August 31, on the farm, was less than $7.
Mrs. Aylor stated that without
1923. Shelly Goodaker, the fifteen year old son of Mr. and the home produced foods, she
Mrs. Miller Goodaker, was run could not have fed her family so
over and knocked off his bicycle well at the current prices and
Tuesday night by Thomas Win- with ration limitations.
To brighten-up and save any
ters' automobile. The little felnumber of "things you can't
Cotton was grown as far back
low was considerably bruised up,
•Sois directions on label
replace" — our Sherwin-Wilbut not seriously hurt. The ac- as 1770 in Charleston, S. C.
hams Enameloid stands in a
Class by itself! It's so easy to
give furniture, woodwork,
toys and tools a brilliant and
protective coat of Enameloid.
(OKAY, CHUM)
Anyone can use it.., Enamdoid covers with one coat,
leaves no brush marks — and
dries in 4 hours.
Its tough,
glossy - smooth
'efface resists
marring, fruit
acids, alcohol
and alkali.

ews From The Past

Letters To The Editor

Pimples Disappeared
Over Night
Yes, It Is true, there I, it safe harmless medicated liquid called Kleerex
that— dries up pimples over night
Many report that they had a red sore
pimply face one night and surprised
their friends the next day with a
clear complexion. There is no risk•

The first application must convince
you or you gat your money hack
Only 60c. Join the happy Kleerex
users who are no longer embarrassed
with unsightly pimples. Sold and

recommended by

DAWSON'S DRUG STORE

Service Insurance
Agency
Josephine Singleton Robertson,
26. (above) holds up an inkstained uniform in a Los Angeles court, where she won an
annulment of her marriage of
Myles Robertson, Seattle drug
store manager. She testified she
was forced to marry Robertson
at gun point because he said
she resembled his deceased wife
that he almost believed her to be
a reincarnation. She said the uniform was stained when he threw
an ink bottle at her.

INSURANCE OF ALL
KINDS
W. C. Sparks
Glenn E. Farmer
Sam Koltinsky

Everybody Reads The Leader

OT FLASHES then
During 38 to 52 Years
of Age!
If you—like so many women between the ages of 38 and 52—
suffer from hot flashes, weak,
tired, nervous feelings, distress of
"irregularities", are blue at times
—due to the functional middle
age period peculiar to womentry Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to relieve such
symptoms.
Taken regularly — Pinkham's
Compound helps build up resistance against such distress. It also

has what doctors call a stomachic
tonic effect! Thousands upon
thousands have reported benefits.
Follow label directions.Pinkham's
Compound is worth trying.

Lydia E.Pinkham's VEGETABLE COMPOUND

A 62-Year Record
of 2-Way Help*

STANDARD
OIL
COMPANY

FOR WOMEN

Don't Delay

suggests you try

SAVE..TODAY

URDU!

laamel of 1001 Uses!

Have a Coca-Cola Wacko, Digger!

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

ENAMELOID
ENAMEL
It's natural for popular names to
acquire friendly abbreviations. That's
why you hear Coca-Cola called "Coke"
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"PICK OUT THE BIGGEST," by
Frank Morris (Houghton Miflin; $2).
Frank Morris' "Pick Out tiu.
Biggest" is the story of 27 as
exciting mini:hes as human beings ever experienced. Probably
no man writing today could de
justice to the ,brief period in
which the Boise was chiefly res
ponsible for the death of six Japanese ships. Mr. Morris has
done better with the material
than most, although there is a
kind of slap-happy, goddammit,
super-he-mannish quality about
sections of it that seem to me
not quite the right aproach.
Chiefly, Mr. Morris' account is
different in that it allots the
other ships of the Boise's task
force credit for their share of
the exploit—some of the reports
to date have given the impression that Iron Mike Morgan and
his men did it all alone. That is
a misconception that would annoy the Boise's men considerably.
"Pick Out the Biggest" begins
with the Boise on convoy duty
to the Philippines just before
Pearl Harbor. She arrived in
Manila December 4, 1941, was
suddenly ordered to Davao on
December 5, and heard the news
of the Jap attack when she was
100 miles on her way. "Strip
ship!" was the first order, and
overstuffed wardroom furniture,
draperies, even picture frames
went over-side. The Boise was
about to slap the Jap.
Only she didn't. For one reason or another, she just missed
action for months, doing successful convoy duty but shooting
down exactly nothing. At last
she ran aground on an uncharted coral reef, and eventually
wound up in San Francisco for
repairs. The officers and the
crew didn't like it, although they
faithfuly worked out the damage control problems of Commander Wolverton. Later they
were glad they had.
Then, and sudenly, came the
Boise's 27 minutes of glory. In
four minutes a Jap heavy cruiser went down. It took a minute to kill No. 2, a destroyer.
Four minutes for the next, and
so to the end. Mr. Morris then
takes the crippled Boise through
her search for repairs, back to
Philadelphia for remaking.

Victory Gals
Corinth, Miss. (JP)—The C. D.
Smith family of Corintn might
well be dubbed the "V for Victory" family. All of Smith's 13
children have names beginning
with V—Virgil, Virlen, Viola,
Vadie, Vines, Virl, Van, Vester,
Varnell, Vera, Verline, Vernon
and Vandel.

By John Selby
Associated Press Features
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ELDRED HARDWARE
CO.
Phone 321

Friendliness marks the relations of your Australian and American
soldiers. Have a "Cake", says the Yank,and the Aussie finds a comrade. All over the globe Coca-C.ola stands for the palate that refreshes
—bag become the gesture of the friendly.

.5'

110TTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COLA CC/MANY 115

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO
_es i94

5.. C-C Co

—the global
high-sign

A

LMOST as much a part of most Southern villages
as the Court House, itself, is the bulk storage plant
at the edge of town bearing the old familiar sign:
STANDARD OIL COMPANY. Wherever people congregate and work and live, there you will find the tanks,
the office and the yard of an Agent of this Company.
The Agent is a part of the community. He is neighbor,
friend and fellow-townsman. And to the community HE
is the Standard Oil Company.
He lives "on the ground." His feet are on the ground.
And that may explain how it is that Standard Oil can
and does keep so close to the interests of every locality
it serves. Our aims and actions are deep-rooted in the
very soil of every Southern County.
The people of the South make the South. We are
proud to be one of them by reason of our sixty genial
years in their midst.

yl

TN:

At The Churches

Deaths and
1 Funerals
Mrs. Albert C. Egbert
Sarah Di Danea Egbert, 62,
died at her home Friday morning, Aug. 6, following a few
days illness, due to a heart attack.
She professed faith in Christ
at the age of 24 and since that
time has lived a devout Christian life, holding membership at
the First Baptist Church, Princeton.
Sarah Di Danea Sherrells, was
the eldest daughter of the late
J. M. and Mary Margaret Tramel
Sherrells. She was married to
Albert C. Egbert April 1, 1900.
To this union 9 children was
born: Marie Goodaker, Mary
Taylor, Mamie Harper, Loil Her- BEFORE
GERMAN TRANSPORT CRASHED—A giant sixrod, Willie and Byron Egbert engined German ME-323
is straddled by cannon fire from an
all of this county; Georgie Harp- RAF Marauder just before it crashed into the
sea off Cap Corse,
er, Boyce Egbert, of Detroit, and
Corsica. This is an RAF photo (Associated Press photo by OWI
radio
from Algiers).
Lowell Egbert, of Cincinnati.
—AP Telemat
Eleven grandchildren, also survive. Also surviving are her
mother, Mrs. Mary Sherrells, two
sisters, Mrs. Annie HiIlyard, and
Associated Press Features
the largest industrial investment
Mrs. Ruth Hughes and 3 brothA rich prize and a first-class in the country and long distance
ers, Daniel, Billy and Washie
headache are the consequences high-tension wires equalize seaSherrells, all of this county.
Funeral services were held of conquest of Italy by the sonal fluctuations in the driving
water power.
from the home Sunday after- United Nations.
Conquest of the
On the credit side are 150
noon at 3 o'clock by Rev. Ropeninsula
dolph Lane of Princeton, assist- seaports for moving up the at- would give Allied shipping the
ed by Rev. H. A. Egbert, of tack on the fortress Europe; im- added burden of hauling coal
Farmersville. Burial was in the portant deposits of bauxite (raw 2,000 miles from England, to
Material of aluminum), mercury, keep the industrial centers of
Cedar Hill Cemetery.
sulphur, lead and zinc; valuable the northern provinces operatheavy machinery, chemical and ing. The British estimate Sicily
Mrs. Linar Gray
will need 80,000 tons a week.
textile industries.
Funeral services for
The Genoa-Turin-Milan trianOn the debit side are the probMrs.
Madie Jones Gray, who died at lems of bringing in foodstuffs to gle is the prime zone of indusher home on
Maple street, help feed an impoverished and trial acivity. Milan turns out
Thursday, Aug. 5, were held at undernourished
population of cotton, chemicals, electric cables,
the home Sunday, Aug. 8, with 45,000,000; of operating adequate locomotives, railway cars, autothe Rev. John Cunningham of- rail and motor transport along mobiles, boilers, turbines, pumps,
ciciating, assisted by Rev. F. M. the 700-mile limestone spine telephone and telegraph apparaficiating, assisted by Rev. F. M. which is four-fifths of the penin- tus. Turin makes automotive and
Mrs. Gray is survived by two sula; and of importing the coal aeronautical equipment, chemisons,. .Roy Lin and
Marshall urgently needed to keep industry cals, high explosives, and luxJones: both of the U. S. Navy; functioning.
ury goods. Genoa. Italy's chief
5 daughters, Mesdames Pearl
Of mineral wealth, bauxite may port, has huge shipyards and
Guill, Princeton; Eliza Harris, prove most valuable, depriving foundries.
Mayfield; Mary Tyrie, Douglas the Axis and augmenting the
Of industrials, textiles are the
Salyers and Ruth Kennedy, all Allied supply by a potential 10,- most important; and of textiles,
of Caldwell county; three sisters, 000,000 tons annually. The bau- the most important to
the
Mrs. Rosa Harris, Mrs. Mollie xite mines appear in the Istria United Nations might be silk,
Cress, Hardin, and Mrs. Jennie region along the eastern coast production of which employs
Walker, Paducah.
of the Adriatic which also pro- 600,000 families. Four and onePallbearers were Tilford Ladd, duces mercury, zinc and soft half million pounds of spun silk
Lev Goodaker, S. Brently Gray, coal. It is one of the few rich are produced annually. Cotton
Willie Boyd, Charlie Farmer and mineral spots in the country.
and wool are also important.
Clarence Driscoll. Flower girls
Other ore-rich regions are Sar- the textile trade supplying 80
were granddaughters, Kathryne dinia with copper, iron, zinc, percent of the nation's clothing
Tyrie, Madie Guill, Martha Jean lead, silver and mercury; Sicily needs.
Kennedy, Marie Gray, Geraldine and Romagna with huge sulArtificial silk-making, listed as
Ladd and Francis Guill.
phur beds; and the Elba-Tuscany part of the chemicals industry,
Burial was in Cedar Hill ceme- region which produces iron and has also attained some importery.
lignite. Mercury, sulphur, zinc tance. One thousand firms are
and bauxite are the only Italian engaged in chemicals production,
Eddy Creek Homemakers minerals produced in sufficient turning out citrate of lime, citric
quantity for important export. acid, tartaric acid, fertilizers and
Mrs. W. H. Tandy was hostess
The nation's cruelest industrial explosives.
to Eddy Creek
Homemakers shortages are coal and iron.
Predominantly, however, ItaClub for the regular meeting and Through
the foothills of the Alps ly's foundation is agriculture, the
a picnic Thursday afternoon.
two million tons of coal are min- occupation of one-third of all
Election of officers resulted as ed a year,
one-seventh of Italy's persons over 10 years of age. Alfollows: President, Mrs. S. J. needs.
The rest comes from Ger- though the soil has been cultiSatterfield; Vice-president, Mrs. many.
A half million tons of vated intensively for more than
Wylie Brown; Secretary-Treas- iron
come from scattered de- 3,000 years, skillful methods and
urer, Mrs. Chas. Lester, and posits,
one-quarter of annual abundant use of fertilizers enProgram Conductor, Mrs. Badger needs.
Italy also must import able growth of grains, citrus
Gray.
nickel, copper and lead.
fruits, olives and rice, the only
A picnic lunch was served to
The fuel shortage has been cereal crop exported.
the following members and visit- offset
to some extent by relativeHer food shortage is wheat,
ors: Mesdames Wylie
Brown, ly small quantities of petroleum despite intensive cultivation
in
Forrest Cayce, Chas. Lester, from
Emilia province and most the Po valley. Annual individual
Martin Oliver, J. C. Gresham,
importantly by development of consumption is 7 1-2 bushels,
0. B. Satterfield, S. J. Satterelectric power. Italy's mountain compared with a 4 1-2 bushel
field, Ira Cotton, Badger Gray,
torrents from the northern Alps rate in this country, and imW. H. Tandy, Cook Oliver, to
the tip of the Apnenine ridge ports of the grain total 35 billion
Price Lester, and Misses Nancy in
southernmost Calabria, are bushels every year.
Scrugham, Virginia Bowie Sat- harnessed
for about half of an
terfield, Louise Tandy and Bobestimated
potential
9,000,000
Mrs. Grace MacMorris visited
by Lester.
horsepower. Electric power takes relatives in Bardwell this
week.

Italy: Prize And Problem

CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
A. D. Smith, Pastor
Sunday School 9:45.
Morning worship 11:00.
Prayer
meeting
Wednesday
evening 7:45.
The workers Council will meet
Thursday evening at the church
at 7:45. All teachers and officers
are expected to be present.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Pastor, John N. Fox
S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
9:45 A.M., The Church School.
10:45 AN., Morning Service of
Praise and Meditation. Message:
"Faith In Life—Three Types."
Dr. David M. Ausmus, Mayfield.
Union Service has been planned for you. The message tonight is to be brought by Rev.
A. D. Smith.
Wednesday, 7:30 P.M., Midweek prayer fellowship; 8:30
P.M., Choir rehearses.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
Bible School at 9:45, John F
Graham, Supt.
Morning Worship 10:55.
The Communion Service each
Lord's Day. The sermon by the
Minister.
Midweek prayer service Wednesday at 7.30, with choir re
hearsal immediately following.
PRINCETON HOLINESS
Rev. D. G. Schofield, Pastor
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m.
Devotional Service, 11:00 a.m.
Evangelistic Service, 8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service and
Bible study, 8 p.m.
SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
F. M. Masters, Pastor
Rev. Guy Wilkerson, of White
Plains, will preach at this church
at 11 A.M. and 8 P.M. Rev. F.
M. Masters will be away Sunday
in the Revival meeting at the
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By Jack Stinnett
Associated Press Features
Washington.—One of the Holhas
lywood movie producers
grabbed off the title "Appointment In Berlin." The picture
may smell to high heaven, or it
may be another of those perennial Hollywood "masterpieces"
which is here this week, gone to
the neighborhoods tomorrow. I
wouldn't know.
But I do know that the company's press department was on
its promotional toes. They went
out and got all the wartime commentators who would answer
their query to guess when the
Allied Nations would hold their
appointment in Berlin.
John Dos Passos called the
date, August 1944; Upton Sinclair picked Washington's Birthday next; Walter Duranty says
"the end of this year"; Clark Lee
and Lowell Thomas say "before October 31, 1944"; Jesse
Stuart thinks the Allied Nations
Christmas,
armies will spend
1944, in Berlin; Corey Ford
agrees v:ith Jesse Stuart.
Sendrik Willem van Loon is
thc most insistent optimist. He'll take "even money" that the
Nazis will be pleading for peace
come late autumn. Fannie Hurts
is probably next in line with
her forecast that we'll ring out
the old and ring in the new
there when this year is torn
off the calendar.
The list is more extensive
than that, but the sampling gives
you a fair idea.
Noticeably absent from the
list are any names that could
Otter Pond Baptist church.
Mr. Masters urges members of
the Second Baptist Church to
hear the visiting minister Sunday.
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Margaret Wycherly
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COLORED CARTOON
VICTORY SHORT
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS
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James ELLISON • Charlotte GREENWOOD
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COMING NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

PLUS SECOND BIG FEATURE

Tlw ThrillingReport by hinny U. S. /linbasiodni to Iona

JOSEPH E. DAVIES

()RIO\

Sincerely yours,

George W.Pettit
Our Gang Comedy
"CALLING ALL KIDS"

('hapter 12
"OVERLAND MAIL"
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SATURDAY

Those most interested in the contest here joined with
me in
conducting what we tried to make a campaign
untouched by bitterness and unmarred by personal strife. For my own
part, no disagreeable memories linger and I hope this is true
generally.
While we did not carry the county for the candidat
e of our
choice, I feel we made a good showing in the brief time
we had
and am grateful to all my friends who helped me in
any way.

possibly be identified with Washington, or the armed forces. For
any one whose horizon is bounded by the view from the top of
the Washington monument, that's
easy to understanp. A few incautious souls here have made predictions about when the war
will end and immediately have
been slapped down by political
and military commentators.
A good example—avoiding the
mention of any names—it that
prediction of the Navy recently
that they were preparing for a
war to last until 1949.
No sooner had they said it
than the Washington pundits excused their long-sightedness on
the grounds that they
were
merely laying the foundation for
greater demands on the U. S.
treasury. When, a few days later,
the President shifted a few billions from the Army appropriations to the Navy, the pundits
said: "Yah-yah, I told you so."
It's considered a certainty here

wish

CHAIRMAN THANKS
DONALDSON SUPPORTERS
As chairman for J. Lyter Donaldson'in Caldwell
county during
the primary election campaign, I take this means of
expressing my
thanks to all who aided in getting out the good vote
for the
nominee in Princeton and Caldwell county.

A

Ir
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s-Dement

miss
rday, AllglISt 7th.
Adams and
Marie
tte
Abner Brince Dement, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Abner B.
Tenn.,
t, Murphresboro,
united in marriage, in an
sive high noon nuptial
, at the attractive home of
Stephens,
d Mrs. J. D.
gton Street. The vows
said before the Rev. Dr.
Shultz, in the presence of
urse of relatives and infriends. The spacious livm of the Stephens home
• Tri artistically adorned
ferns, gladioli and hyarchway
the
as and
h which the bridal party
with
was festooned
clematis and white satin
s.
ceremony was said before
r arranged at the end of
ng reception room and
by two tall windows. A
motif of green and white
fectively used. Graduated
•Is of white held bright
and filmy maidenhair
.e arrangement being perby altar baskets of white
i. Tall cathedral tapers
illuminated the setting
bridal party, which was
to the altar by the
ing minister.
Adams gave his daughter
rriage. For her wedding,
tty bride chose a gown
te. lace trimmed marquiHer fingertip veil of iiwas held in place by
blossoms. She carried
and gladioli, tied with
ribbons.
Bess Adams, her sister's
f honor, wore a French
•-i.ss, with satin bi)dre'e"-an
with
skirt trimmed
in bows. The ringbearer
Master George John•Dhens and the best man
rgt. Claude Allison Akin.
Hugh A. Goodwin and
• Jones were ushers.
I
ii

Mr. Rumsey B. Taylor sang
"Because". He was accompanied
at the grand piano, by Mrs. Taylor. Mrs. Barney Jones played
the nuptial music, using the
bridal chorus from Lohengrin
Mr. and Mrs. George McCarlie,
and softly played "To A Wild
Rose" while the vows were said. Cadiz street, on the birth of a
Following a short wedding daughter, Brenda Jane, August 6.
trip, Mrs. Dement is continuing
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Clay
her work here as assistant counMorse, Princeton, on the birth
ty supervisor of the Farm Seof a daughter, Blondell, Aug. 8.
curity
Administration, which
Mr. and Mrs. John Cecil Peek,
position she has held for four
years. Sergt. Dement has re- Dawson Springs, Route 3, on he
turned to the prisoners' of war birth of a son, Gary Wayne,
camp, at Como, Miss. She is a
August 1.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. RobMr. ird Mrs. Lenzie Leroy
ert E. Adams, near Hickman,
and
attended
Sylvan Shade Terry, Fredonia, on the birth
Schools and Murray State Teach- of a son, James Tt omas. Aug. 6.
ers College, where she majored
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Greisch,
in Home Economics.
Miami Beach, Fla., on the birth
Following the wedding the
of a son, James Catlett. Mrs.
brides' parents were hosts at a
Greisch is the former Jodelle
pleasant reception at the home
of Mrs. C. 0. Akin. Bright sum- Brannock, of Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Anderson,
mer flowers enhanced the charm
Sand Lick Road, on the birth of
of the Akin home. Pink and
a daughter, Mary Eunice, August
white was the color scheme for
10.
Mary Ellis (above) of Deadthe table
decorations. White
Mr. and Mrs. William Carrill
candles in
pink
marquisette Rigdon, East Main street, on the wood, S. D., is the first Spar in
thee 11th Naval District Coast
holders flanked the four tiered
birth of ason, William Carrill, Guard Women's reserve to win
wedding cake, the fourth tier of Jr., Aug.
a rating of gunner's mate. (AP
10.
which was sealed fruitcake, to
photo from Coast Guard.)
be cut and eaten on the first anB&PW
Group
niversary of the wedding. A
Dance At Country
miniature bridal couple topped Entertains With Picnic
Club Tonight
the elaborate confection. Mrs.
The Business and Professiona
A subscription darice will be
John Mahan and Miss Robbie
Women's group of the Women'
Lou Hobgood assisted with the
Council of the First Christia given at the Princeton Golf and
hospitalities, and
Miss
Sara Church held a picnic at th Country Club for all members
Goodwin graciously served fruit
Vinson place, on the Mario and their friends tonight, Thursfrappe to the departing guests.
Highway, Tuesday evening a day, August 12, with music by
Mrs. Rumsey Taylor played se- 6:30 o'clock,
following a brie the Country Club Orchestra .In
lections at the piano during the
business session at the church. case of rain, the dance will be
the reception.
Present were Mesdames Henr postponed to Friday night, the
In the receiving line with the Terry,
Rebecca Arnett, Berdl announcement said.
happy couple, were Mr. and Moore, Ethel
French, Waite
Mrs. J. D. Stephens, Mr. and Simon, Clifton Pruett, Henr
Visit Mammoth-CoverserTEAdams, Miss Lester, Roberta
Laverty an
Garrett and
Rebecca Dement, Miss Bess Misses Neva Hogan, Margie'Misses• Anna
Jeanne Carolyn Ratliff, Gloria
Adams and Sergt. Claude Allison Amoss and Atha Stallins.
Jane Koltinsky, Martha Sevison,
Akin. Out of town guests were
Miss Kathryn Adams, Mrs. J. srs. W. G. and
Dan
Davi Louise Kelly .and Mesdames
P. Maddox, Mrs. Preston Mad- Adams, of Hickman, Miss Re- Frances Kelly and R. B. Ratdox, Mr. and Mrs. Clint Work- becca Dement of Nashville, Tenn liff left Tuesday morning for
man, Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. and Mrs. Wm. Powell and Mrs Mammoth Cave, where they will
spend several days, returning via
• so
.
I
ese - •
.
1

The Leader
Congratulates

Miss Revis Hopper, Washington, D. C., arrived Sunday for a
visit with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Porter Hopper, near Princeton.
• • •
Mrs. Hugh Cherry, Jr., has
returned from Lexington
and
Louisville after several weeks'
visit.
• • •
Mrs. J. A. Goforth and children; of Bristol, Tenn., are visiting relatives in the city and
county.
• • •
Mrs. R. B. Ratliff was a visitor in Hopkinsville Monday afternoon.
• • •
Mesdames Julian Littlepage
and Mitchell CHU were visitors
in Hopkinsville Monday afternoon.
• • •
Mrs. Frederick Stallins, Jr.,
has recently
returned
from
Camp Crowder, Mo., where her
husband has been stationed in
the Army. He has been transferred to Ft. Meade, Maryland.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Clayton
and children, Ann and Bill, of
Frankfort, spent last week-end
here with relatives.
• • •
A. H. Childress, Louisville,
visited relatives here last week.
• • •
si Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Mitchell
and daughter, Martha Ann, of
Bardstown, spent last week-end
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Hyland Mitchell and Mr. and
Mrs. H. C. McConnell, near
Princeton.
• • •
Mrs. Harold Rudd, Morganfield, spent Friday here.
• • •
Miss Anna Bet Pruett, Frankfort, spent last week-end here
with her brother, Clifton Pruett

and Mrs. Pruett.
• • •
Glendall Singleton, employe
at the Signal Depot, Lexington,
lett Saturday after a few days
visit with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Singleton, near
Princeton.
• • •
Miss Martha Littlepage spent
last week-end at her home in
White Plains.
• • •
Mrs. Bob Powley, Louisville,
recently spent two week with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Smith and other relatives.
Miss Nancy Catlett, student
at W.S.T.C., Bowling
Green,
spent last week-end with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. 0.
Catlett.
• • •
Mrs. W. H. Baldree, Mayfield,
spent several days last week
with her father, C. A. Woodall
and Mrs. Woodall, Maple Avenue.
• • •
Mrs. Earl McNeeley, Detroit,
is the guest of friends and relatives in the city and county.
• • •
Mesdames Owen Tosh
and
Ernest Lowell Smith left Saturday for Detroit, where they
will be engaged in defense work.

Hospital News
Mrs. Willie Nellums, Princeton
who has been seriously ill, is
unimproved.
* *
Mrs. R. W. Ogilvie, South
Jefferson street, is under treatment.
* * *
Mrs. Barney Jones, Washington street, undrwent a minor
operation Monday and is improving.
* * *
Mrs. Hayes Langston, Mexico,
is under radium treatment.
* * *
Byron Rogers, Jr., son of Mrs.
Elizabeth Rogers, West Market
street, underwent a tonsilegtomy
today.
* * *
Mildred Clarice Campbell, Kuttawa, Route 3, underwent
a
tonsilectomy Tuesday and continues to improve.
• • •
Little Mona Sue Blackburn,
Fredonia, underwent a tonsilectomy Monday and is improving.
Mesdames Edythe Patterson
and H. R. Braddy have returned
from Ypsilanti, Mich.
where
they visited Pfc. Homer Ray
Patterson.
• • •
Miss Wilma Francis is the
guest of friends in Louisville
this week.
• • •
Mrs. Charles Ratliff left Tuesday morning for Denver, Colo.
for a visit.

Out-of-town relatives attending the funeral of Mrs. Linar
Gray here Sunday were Mrs.
Roy Lin Gray, St. Louis, Mo.;
Mrs. Molly Cress and son, Ray,
and family, of Hardin; Mrs.
Jenny Walker and children, Lennie, Raymond and Elta, all of
Aubrey Childress,
Paducah, and Mrs. Willie Harris,
spent Staurday here.
Mayfield.
nMrs. Carlton Linton, Paducah,
Any Excuse Yon
spent last Thursday here with
Mrs. Tom Simmons.
Can Find For Not
• • •
Upping Your
Miss Mary Wilson Eldred and
Bond Buying Will
Mrs. Stegar Dollar left Tuesday
morning for Chicago, where they
Please Hitler
will spend this week.
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cluding cardigans, run from $2.95 to $8.95. Our short-sleeved
styles run from $2.95 to $5.00.

Both styles come in all colors,

OCT*

And SKIRTS, too, don't forget . . . gored pleated, plaid, checked,
plain patterns. Many are all-wool and run from $3.95 to $8.95.
SITE STITCH"
Wool yarn on the cotton
velveteen waist and patch
pockets, combined with
full skirt, sleeves and
blouse back of wool and
rayon Kasha crepe. Natural skirt with Coachman's
Green. Malabar Brown or
Red.Junior sines
9 to 15
•10.95

And that DRESS . . . in velveteen, in corduroy, in wool . . . all
fall colors. Sizes 9 to 17, priced, $8.98 to $14.98.

THE EXCLUSIVE LADIES' STORE
Hopkinsville, Ky.
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Berry Investment
Profits Are Large

'Meets Grannie

Thursday
,, Ai.
—gust 12
50 Ewes: 76 Lambs

COUNTY AGENTS
AMONG THE

Every state ;
every one ar
Seventy-six lambs raised from sums
has lost
a flock of 50 ewes is the record through enemy mew-, 4
"
w,,„.
made by Boyd Clubb of Henry
county. W. B. Howell, farm agmany
ent, says that although
farmers lost a few ewes during
the bad weather last winter, Mr.
Clubb had no losses.

Farmers in Livingston county
formed hay-baling crews to take
How an investment of $19.60
care of the hay crop.
made approximately $526 in
Bill Hayes of Harland county
less than three years time is
transplanted 7,000 early cabbage
told by Farm . Agent Joe Hurt
plants for ths Pine Mountain
of McCracken county. J. H. Bradwill
Settlement School, and
ford has long been interested in
OP
transplant another late field.
TOMETRISI
investigation and demonstration
heavy
Phone 250
Poultry in Martin county has blue mold had caused
E. Ntail
work on strawberry production.
increased at least a third over losses.
In the fall of 1940, he bought
year.
last
two tons of lime, 500 pounds of
re'le'o'offe'soe'e,afiefie'r..00We•fr-e-ii,e-e'e
Farmers in Marshall county
phosphate, seed for a cover crop
S.
are growing soybeans for hay as
and strawberry plants to set
The World's News Seen Through
well as for oil, since corn could
an acre, all of which cost him
not be planted at the proper
$19.60. He left half an acre untime.
An Internabunal Daily N e I........
treated as a check plot.
4 1 Pal_1(_I__.._......
More clover, alfalfa and other
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Approximately 80 percent of
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the farmers in Henderson coun, --------_,
Careful records showed that in
The Christian Science Publishing Society
ty who planted hemp, had dif1942 Mr. Bradford harvested
One, Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetts
ficulty in getting a good stand.
289 crates of berries for apPrice $12.00 Yearly, or $1.00 a Month.
Eight buying centers‘were set
proximately $347 from he treat
Saturday Issue, including Magazine Section, $2.60 a
s,
Z
Rockcastle county by a
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Introductory Offer, 6 Issues 25 Cents. y,.
land, and at the rate ,ol ;08
Cincinnati firm to purchase 400
crates, or $120, fi em that which
tons or more of wild blackberName"--77
was not treated.
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That fall, Mr. Bradford cont
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Five
acres
of balbo rye yieldSAMPLE COPY ON REQUEST
tinued the demonstration by applying 600 pounds of superphos- From pictures sent to her by ed 165 bushels for Herbert Rob:::dr9es
eVIlistWre'eWsisete.V.:"...alicere49
phate on half the treated,acre, relatives in the U. S., Pvt. Joe erts of Graves county.
presiden
Carson
Back,
his
of
t
Gallo's
grandmo
ther (left) recand 900' pounds of rock phosphate on the other half. Little ognized the Poughkeepsie, N. Y., 4-H club in Letcher county, grew
youth (right) in Gela among and sold 40,000 sweet potato
difference was noted from the other members
of the invading
two kinds of phosphate used. Yankee forces in Sicily. Joe's plants before he entered the arBut from the treated land, 105 parents came to the U. S. from my.
Approximately 130,000 pounds
crates of brier were picked, and Sicily following their marriage.
from the untreated plot at the
—AP Telemat of wool were delivered by farmers in Christian county to the
ate of 40 crates per acre. Mr.
Kentucky Wool Growers AssoBradford stated that the use of Crops Come First
ciation in Hopkinsville.
phosphate and humus on one
Carlsbad, N. M.(JP)—The farmMrs. Holger Christensen
of
acre netted him at least $526 er who
was charged with driv- Adair county reports getting 27
more than if the land had not
ing while drunk seemed to have eggs a day from a flock of 71
been treated.
an iron-clad, war-time reason pullets started in January.
It is estimated that 5,000 acres
The British colony of Fiji, once why he couldn't serve 30 days
noted for cannabalism among the in jail. He said he had some of hybrid corn were planted in
Simpson county this year, a connatives, is granting reciprocal huge crops to harvest.
Judge siderable increase over a year
aid to U. S. forces stationed there James McGhee, quick-wi
tted, ago.
there to the value of almost $3,- had a good solution,
however,
Boyle county farmers, in ad000,000 annually.
"Thirty days," he said, pronounc- dition to setting their full
quota
ing sentence, "but you can start of tobacco, sold several
Pepsi Cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y.
truckLeeches breed in swampy serving it on October 7,
when loads of plants to North CaroFranchised Bottler: Pepsi-Cola Hopkinsville
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Dr. Hallie C.

TIIE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONIN

DIRECT HIT, ON RUMANIAN REFINERY—Bombs
Librators score a direct hit on the Steava Romana from U. S.
Oil Refinery
at Campina, Rumania, during the Aug. 1 raid
on the oil fields
which are the Axis' major source of supply. Note
huge oil fire
burning at left center.
—AP Telemat.
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Tops 'EM ALL!

A messagefrom the United States Treasury about

YOUR WARTIME TAX DOLLARS
SPUDS PILED ON CITY DUMP—This
small mountain of potatoes is part of the 37 carloads valued at
about $60,000 by Rep.
Gerald Landis (R.-Ind.), which were shoveled
onto the Vincennes. Ind., city dump, accordin from Army trucks
g to the Congressman. Landis has telegraphed War Food
Administrator Marvin
Jones, asking for an investigation.
—AP Telmat.
chicken and gravy," she said.
Biscuits Lure
Three harvest hands, eating at
Farmhands
the counter, arose as one man.
Montezuma, Kas. (if') — Mrs.
"We'll go with you," they volCharles L. Anderson came to unteered.
Montezuma seeking harvest
The original drawing for the
hands, for her farm, and some
insignia of the Army Chemical
store bread.
Warfare Service reputedly was
She could find neither, but made on
a
Iinally in desperation tried at a an officer cigarette wrapper by
who IS now a clergyrestaurant for the bread. They man
had none to spare.
"Guess I'll have to go home
Albany was made the capital
and bake biscuits and have of
New York State in 1797.
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Comfort
Convenience
Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception and
careful attention to your entertainment
during your stay are yours, always, at

rrHE American people have accepted the highest tax bill in me
history of the country with splendid patriotism and cheerfulness. The Treasury Department of die United States feels that an
explanation is due them in turn—feels that they deserve to be
told why, when and how their tax dollars are vital to winning
this war and the peace that will follow.

As a taxpayer, consider these facts:
Our government is currently spending 240 million dollars each
day,almost all of it on war, and this figure will increase materially
as the war continues. About a,third of that amount is being raised
through taxes. Those tax dollars are as necessary for weapons
with which to defeat our enemies as are dollars raised through
the sale of WAR BONDS. Hence, when you pay taxes today
you are definitely and directly contributing to victory.
And, at the same time, your taxes actually help to maintain
your own purchasing power now—and prevent disaster to your
country after the war. Here's how:

Billions of Dangerous Dollars
Every time your cost of living advances, you are paying a tax
on
your income. If your cost of living should double, you would
pay
a tax of 50% on your salary, wages or othcr income. But it would
be a tax that wouldn't benefit our fighting forces, our government or anyone else—except Hitler and Hirohito.
Now —to prevent such a concealed tax on your income
from
taking place— isn't it good sense as well as sound patriotism
to
pay your government taxes of 20% on part of your total
income
—or more, if necessary?
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An4 your taxes do help prevent just such a price rise! How?
By taking part of the billions of dangerous dollars which otheruise
threaten your living standard and putting them to useful work, winning the war. Those billions of dangerous dollars, you know, represent
the difference between the income the American people will receive this
year and the amount of civilian goods that will be made in the same
tweke months. If taxes were lower, prices would tend to the, and
your real income uvuld be reduced by just that much.

Keeping the America He Knew
There's another reason why your high taxes help your country in
wartime—and really a much more important one to you. Your
tax money is helping to win the war now—but it's equally
essential to winning the peace and
keeping the America that boy
knew before he went into the armed forces.
All the industrial power, all the inventive genius and productive
capacity of this country would not bring back
a busy, prosPer0"1
America that we know if a drastic deflation followed victory. And,
as surely as the sun that rises in the mornin will set at night,
g
a deflation would follow an inflation brought
about by failure to
tax ourselves realistically now.
So, next time that tax burden seems heavy to you—think
of these facts. Remember that your tax
dollars are helping CO
pay for victory now—that they are
in there fighting for your
living standard now—and that they
arc working to keep our
country's financial structure sound for that boy now in the
armed service, for all your family,
and for you in. the years Of
Peace to come.

THE

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's
metropolis . . . Prices will conform to your
idea of moderate charges for service
rendered.
For Reservation
Write—
Wm. E. GRIFFITH,
Assistant Manager

SOME QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOU
T YOUR TAX BILL
Q. How much of my federal tax payment

s is being spent on war
and how much on so-caled "normal" expenditures?
A. About 96% of your tax payments are currently going to pay
for direct war
expenditures. Only one dollar in every twenty•rwo you pay,
therefore, goes
for all other federal expenses, most of which are indirectly to aid
the war effort.

Q. How much of the total war bill is being paid currently
out of

taxes?
A. A bole ever one-third.

Q. Is this proportion higher or lower than in England and
Canada?
A. Lower. Both C.anada and Great Britain are paying
approximately half of
their war expenses through taxation.
Q. Is there any way other than taxes and war bonds
by which
the government

could finance our share of the war?
A. There is. The government could borrow from
the commercial banks,

SERVICE

which would put even greater spending
power in the hands of the Fork
—thus creating a basis for inflation.

Is there any other advanta
ge in financing as large a share
of the war bill as possible
through taxes?
Yet--and a very real one to you,
the taxpayer All clic hills for the cost
of the war must be paid sooner
or later through taxation, but if paid cut
tently, from taxes, there will be no
and provide an extra burden for interest charge to mount over the years
you to carry
So far, so good. But don't
you think taxation is unfair in the
way it distributes the
burden for all this?
On the contrary, and we believe
you will agree if you think it through..
that taxes are the fairest, most
equitable way to pay for the war. Thai s
because Federal Income taxes are
levied on ability to pay for something that
all of us need and must
have — victory now, a sound America late,
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Rationing At A Glance

By James J. Gilpin
nkfort, Aug. 10—Priorities
to
plants
' stallation of
livestock feed
r protein
distillery slip, which icipreventing
ly will aid in
pollution, have been
• to four distilleries, S. A.
field, director of the KenDivision of Game and
learned today from an anment issued yesterday by
ar Production Board in
• gton, D. C.
priorities
fliers granted
•st of equipment: Schenistilleries, $553,000, for its
lacy, Geo. T. Stagg DisCo., located near here in
lin county; Farm Crops
mg Corp., Omaha, Neb.,
Hiram Walker & Sons,
Peoria, Ill., $158,000, and
E. Seagram and Sons,
Lawrenceburg, Ind., $125,nt of the priorities marked
ginning of a $19,000,000
sponsored by the War
Administration to recover
livestock feed from the
hich now chiefly goes to
after manufacture of alfrom grain.
WFA has recommended
ton of such equipment at
'lleries. with the object
•vering 420,000 tons of
needed high-protein feed.
efield declared that drythe distillery slop in the
would leave nothing to
streams, long a problem
many distilleries in Ken-

• Lone Island City, N. Y.
Hopkinsville Bottliag
vine, Ky.
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ch a price rise! How?
dollars which otherwise
em to useful work, wilelars, you know, represest
n people will receive this
ill be made in the same
uld tend to rise, and
t

much.

benefit was described by
icial of the Stagg firm as
tal to the government's
aim to provide as much
feed as possible. He adat Schenley also has apprior'tica -for such
at its distilleries in Jef, Marion, Bullitt, Scott,
and Kenton counties.
-one distilleries in Kenneed such protein-recovery
from the standpoints of
ohne of slop and stream
on, Wakefield declared,
that efforts to obtain
'es for others among these
be pushed. He said a
r had applied for prioriile some already had adewaste disposal systems.

lenged by other states, thus overruling a long-standing decision
which left Nevada decrees subject to attack by every other
state.
Illustrative of the current
booming business is the fact that
during the first six months of
1943, a total of 2,371 actions
were filed here, by far the
greatest six-month
total
in
Reno's history.
Right now, almost 20 actions
are being filed every day the
courthouse doors are open and
the "split-shift" crew expects
the pace to be maintained as
long as the war prosperity continues.

By Chas. P. Brooks, OPA Community
Service Member.
Processed Foods
Gasoline
Blue stamps R, S and T good
(Except in 8 counties of
now and through Sept. 20.
Virginia)
Meats, Cheese, Butter, Fats
No. A-7 stamp good for 4
Red stamps T, U and V good gallons through Sept. 21. B
and
now; W Aug. 15; all expire C stamps good until
used.
Aug. 31.
Tires
Sugar
Next inspections due: A book
Stamp 13 good for 5 pounds vehicles by Sept. 30; B's by Oct.
through Aug. 15. Stamp 14 good 31; C's by Aug. 31; commercial
for 5 pounds Aug. 16 through vehicles every 6 months or
every
Nov. 1. Stamps 15 and 16 good 5,000 miles, whichever is first.
for 5 pounds of canning sugar
Fuel Oil
each; apply at board for addiPeriod 5 coupon good for 11
tional as needed.
gallons in Zones A and B and
Shoes
for 10 gallons in all zones, and
Stamp 18 good for 1
pair should be used with definite
through October 31.
value coupons for filling tanks.
Wakefield declared "A million
pounds of dead fish," killed by
distillery wastes, ''were found
floating in the Kentucky river
here last summer." He said
heavy rains had been a factor in
preventing such an occurrence
this year, since they caused the
stream to move faster and spread
the wastes.
Last January, the Stagg Co.,
and the Green River Plant, also
a Schenley subsidiary, were fined
$100 and costs in circuit court on
pleading guilty to stream pollution and promising to do all
possible to remedy conditions,
charges against National, indicted with the other two, went over
without action being taken in
court.
WFA estimated that the average cost of producing the protein feed through drying
of
distillery waste would be $15
a ton and the sale price $55 a
ton, and that on this basis "these
projects will pay for themselves
in about a year."
WFA reported to the Senate
Agriculture Committee recently
that the program would produce as much high protein feed
for livestock and poultry as 9,000 farmers could grow n the
field, adding that only 1,000 men
Wkii_ k. 1aZiriCi.
new plant.

His Kingdom For A Horse
With the U. S. Army, Somewhere in Southern England (IP)
—All Corporal Julian D. Brazemore of Blackville, S. C., wants
to see is a horse. The horseshoeing kit the Army issued
him two years ago hasn't been
unpacked. The blacksmith in a
ordnance unit in the modern
Army has plenty to do but it's
making gadgets for trucks.

Borax applied at the rate of
20 pounds an acre greatly reduced yellowing of alfalfa and
increased growth on test plots
on the farm of W. C. Sparks,
County Agent J. F. Graham said
this week.
Mr. Graham said much of the
yellowing of alfalfa is thought
to be due to deficiency of Boron,
one of the minor elements essential to plant growth, which
may be supplied by application
of Borax. Yellowing may also be
caused by a deficiency of Potash, Alfalfa leaf hopper, exceedingly dry weather and perhaps
other factors.
About August 1, 1942, four
plots 33 feet by 33 feet were set
up on Mr. Sparks' farm, which
were treated as follows: No. 1—
No treatment, No. 2-1-2 pound
of Borax, No. 3-1-2 pound of
Borax and 10 pounds of Murate
of Potash, No. 4-10 pounds of
Murate of Potash.
There were no noticable differences in yellowing in 1942.
This year however, in each plot
where Borax was applied there
iVétj Me -Ye-no-Wing. A great
deal of yellowing appeared in
the remainder of the field during the July drought.
Where there is evidence of
Boron deficiency, (Alfalfa yellows) it is recommended that
Borax be applied at the rate of
15 to 20 pounds an acre. This
may be mixed with fertilizer
and applied as a topdressing or
drilled in with a grain drill.
Heavier applications of Borax
may actually injure growth.
North Church, from which in
1775 the lanterns were hung signaling to Paul Revere that the
British were marching to Lexington, still stands in Boston.

Lay-Away
Plan

American soldiers eat nearly
twice as much as civilians.

Jerseys Are Classified
Six breeders of registered Jer
seys in Graves county recently
had 73 head of dairy cattle classified according to the rules of
the American Jersey Cattle
Club. Four of the herds were
classified for the first time, while
the others had only a few animals to bring their program up
to date. One bull classified excellent, 25 of the females were
very good, and the average of
the entire numbr was 83.5 which,
Farm Agent Kilson R. Hoover
notes, is a splendid rating.
Army coffee is brewed three
pounds per 100 men.

SUPERMEN HUDDLE AS SHELL EXPLODES—These German
infantrymen following tanks into battle in the Belgorod-Orel
sector take cover as a Russian shell explodes nearby, according to
the caption accompanying this picture from Iisbon. Orel and Belgorod have fallen to the Russians.
—AP Telemat

By Richard C. Bergholz
Associated Press Features
Reno, Nev. — Reno's "splitshift" workers, the ones who run
the machinery * that grinds out
hundreds of divorces every
month, are going at a recordbreaking pace these days, war
and travel conditions nothwithstanding.
The reason? War-time prosperity. At least that's the judga.
of._ the .1auncireds of attorneys and courthouse workers
who come in daily contact with
the stream of divorce-seekers.
People
now
have enough
money so they can afford the
"luxury of a divorce," attorneys
says. It takes a well-filled pocketbook to finance a Reno divorce, even under the most modest circumstances.
The Washoe County Bar Association has adopted a price
scheduled which says that $250
is the "recommended reasonable
average minimum fee" for the
run-of-the-mill divorce case. The
association adds, however, that
the attorney is entitled to take
into consideration, in fixing the
fee, such relevant matters as
the "possibility of compensation," "the amount involved in
the controversy" and other items.

in addition, the divorce-seeker
will have to spend approximately $150 in living expenses during
the six weeks. That runs the
cost to an estimated $400, plus
transportation.
During pre-prosperity times,
the cost acted as a deterrent to
many persons considering a Reno
divorce. Now, the bulk of the
action involve persons with modest incomes, who now can afford
a divorce they have wanted for
some time.
Another factor advanced by
some attorneys concerning the
increased divorce activity is the
decision of the U. S. Supreme
Court that a divorce legally obtained in Nevada cannot be chal-

GREETING CARDS
BIBLES AND TESTAMENTS
We have ample stocks at present and prices are
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Murray College
Ends 20th Year

LAFAYETTE NEARS UPRIGHT POSITION—The gutted water-logged hull of the U. S. S. Lafayette, the former French liner Normandie, reached 55 degrees in New York harbor as salvage operations progressed. The ship is 10 degrees short of the 45 degrees angle required to
float her. The Lafayette capsized at the Hudson river pier Feb. 9, 1942.
—AP Telemat

Murray, Auiz. 10—With graduation of 29 seniors August 21,
Murray State College will have
completed its second decade of
service as a State education institution.
"September 27, 1943, the college will commence its 21st
year, prepared as ever to serve
the needs of young men and
women of this State and surrounding areas," Dr. James H.
in
Richmond, president, said
of
summarizing achievements
the college.
Founded by an act of the
Kentucky Legislature in 1922,
the college officially opened its
doors as a 2-year "normal
school" September 24, 1923, with
an enrollment of 256 students.
Its first president was Dr. John
president
Wesley Carr, now
emeritus; its second president
was Di'. Rainey T. Wells, now
general counsel for the Woodmen of the World, Omaha, Nebr.
Dr. Richmond, former State
Superintendent of Public Instruction, has been president
since 1936. He is now also president of the Kentucky Education Association
During these 20 years, Murray
has graduated 1,883 pees'ins wJth
standard college -3egreel, and
including 29 who will be graduated this summer, degrees conferred will be 1,917.
Beginning with the administration building which was the
gift of the people of Calloway
County, the physical plant has
grown until it now has a beautiful campus of 60 acres, 13
modernly equipped buildings, a
stadium, and a farm of 225
acres. Estimated value of the
plant is $2,500,000.00.

(Nemo)
Mrs. Lela Boyd, Wallonia, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. V. T.
White, this week.
Mr. and Mrs. James Moody,
Columbia, visited Mr. Herman
Brenda and family. Mrs. Moody
is a sister of Mr. Brenda.
Mrs. Gladys Shoulders went

End Of Limited Service

FOR SALE!

Richmond, Va. (4') —
A
teen pound girl born to
Mrs. A. l. Iluband, Sr,
mond, is their
nineteen%
They were agreed
fant, yet unnamed,that the
wie
"wonderfulest" and "
but not their largest
baby,
oldest, a boy,
weighed
when he was born.

Thanks Supporters
That I was defeated is no fault of the 929 persons who gave
me their support at the polls here at home and I will always be
appreciative of this testimonial to me and the service I tried to
render you in the Legislature.

the HEEL-MARK that tells you at a pioncil...
she walks in PARADISE I

Princeton Shoe Co.
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

In Standard Old Line Corn'
panics . . . Safety for Your
Property and Peace of Mind
for Yourself.

John E. Young, Agt.
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My congratulations go to Mr. Joe E. Nunn, my successful opponent, who will, with all other nominees of the party, receive my
support in the November general election.

in The Leader will enable you, Mr. Princeton Retailer, to obtain your fair share of the increase possible in this trade area.
For The Leader goes into a large majority of the homes
hereabouts where there is money to spend.

$7.95

bisseti--Free
and Instructi
eekly Mason
per for the I

my race for reelection as your State Representative in last Satur.
day's Democratic primary election.

Consistent Advertising

pump,

Seen 1

IENCE

I want to express my heart-felt appreciation and thanks to
the good people of Caldwell county for the fine vote given me in

Good Merchandising
Princeton

Black suede
Cuban heel—

WS

Daily New

Figures just released by the U. S. Census Bureau indicate that 14,393
independent retailers in 34 states showed a gain of 23 percent for June compared to June, 1942 business, with apparel shops on top at 49 percent increase. Drygoods and general merchandise stores had 26 percent increases,
department stores, 31 percent, drug stores, 26 percent, food stores, 23 percent and filling stations, 7 percent.
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Woman Has 13 lb,

Phone 271

weak eyes or flat feet must have
told himself "If they're letting
them out of the Army, they
surely won't be taking any more
in."
By Herman R. Allen
many will be called into service
The flaw in this reasoning
Associated Press Features
as previously.
comes in the exceptions that the
Washington.—The War
Dethe
.
issued
by
The statement
Army set up to this rule—men
partment's announcement that War Department said that the who are physically qualified to
the limited service group in the cases of men now assigned to continue in the Army jobs they
Army will be eliminated seems non-combat service will be re- are holding, and whose comto have been misunderstood by examined and that those not manding officers, want to keep
many citizens. Apparently, a fair- measuring up to minimum in- them, will stay in service. And—
ly general impression is that it duction standards will be given the Army plans to
continue takmeans no men—or hardly any— honorable discharges.
ing men with slight physical dewith minor physical defects will
Here, apparently, was the germ fects who have extraordinary
be inducted any more. The fact of misunderstanding. Many a educational or
background qualiis that probably just about as prospective draftee cursed with fications or
who possess some
needed skill. Mechanics can count
on being drafted as before.
Actually, what the Army is
doing is this:
I. It is correcting the effects
of its eagerness in the early days
of Selective Service, when it took
in nearly everybody the draft
Ontario was the largest pro166 Acre Farm—well watered; one bungalow
boards called up for examina- ducer of butter in Canada last
dwelling; four rooms; practically new; one stock
tion.
year, with 80,970,000 pounds.
2. It is doing away with the
barn, and one tobacco barn; 100 acres level land,
1 1PMII=II= I
term limited service, which has
balance moderately rolling. Six miles N. E. Princeton
taken on something of a belittlon gravel road-1 1-2 miles from a county high
ing tinge.
For-9 long rinTeT- fricturtiart-nt
school. Priced at $3,700.
limited service men ran as high
as 20 percent, around 100,000 a
month. The result was that a
good many physically and Mentally unsound men were in a
position where any aggravation
117 W. Main St.
Phone 54
of their condition would cause
them to be discharged. They
would then be eligible to put in
a claim for disability benefits
even though neither their original condition nor the aggravation of it could
actually be
blamed on Army service. The
new step, it is expected, will
save the taxpayers millions of
dollars in such benefits.
With the introduction of more
WACs into the Army, and as the
Army's confidence in the outcome of the war rose higher, the
need for limited service men for
behind-the-lines jobs decreased.
For the past few months, limited service inductions have been
held to about 5 percent. There
seems small likelihood they will
go below that.
The Navy has never had a
limited service classification. Instead, it has taken in certain
handicapped men with special
qualifications and placed them in
special service. The Army, in
eliminating the term
limited
service, is doing substantially
the same thing. In this respect
the move is a psychological one.
It removes any feeling of humiliation a man may have at being
labelled as not quite on a par
with his fellow soldiers.
Another reason that physically
sub-standard single men and
married men with "non-administrative" children (children conceived after Pearl Harbor) may
still expect to be drafted is that
Washington is extremely reluctAs Featured in Leading
ant to begin wholesale drafting
of fathers of "administrative"
Fashion Magazines
children. Chances are that if
such a state of affairs appears to
Tan calf pump, medbe crowding near, Selective Serium heel—
vice boards will go back and re$7.95
sift the limited service men
again.
More rigorous re-examination
of 4-Fs already is taking place in
some areas, especially in venereal disease cases. It was discovered that in some instances
men had deliberately exposed
themselves to veneral disease as
a means of beating the draft.
The Army's quick-cure methods
soon make useable soldiers out
of them, however.
Black suede pump,
low heel—
The annexation of the Ha$7.95
waiian Islands to the United
States occurred August 12, 1897.

—WHAT IT MEANS

to Hopkinsville Sunday to see
Mrs. E. R. Noel, of Cadiz, who is
In a serious condition at Jennie
Stuart Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Taylor,
Dawson Springs, were here Sunday.
Mrs. Inez McCallister was in
Princeton Monday.
The family of Mr. John Dunn
have been quite ill but are improving.
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Richmond, Va. (XI
-1
teen pound girl
born to
Mrs. A. L.
Huband, Sr., at
mond, is their
nineteenth
They were agreed
that III
feint, yet un
narned, viaa
"wonderfulest" iind "
but not their
largest baby,
oldest, a boy,
weighed 1I.
when he was born.

-I Follow Canning
Directions And
Avoid Accident

orters
ciation and thanks to
fine vote given me in
entative in last Satur-

•29 persons who gave
and I will always be
the service I tried to

E DAME'S YOUTHFUL BACKFIELD—Angelo (Bombsight) Bertelli (left), the passing
is the only regular in this Notre Dame summer football backfield combination. Bertilli
0%vii passing the ball to Bob Kelly, Chicago, first year right halfback, at the summer pracrd.
at South Bend, Ind. Running interference are Jules Rykovich (third from left), fullback of
Ind., freshman at the U. of Illinois last year. transferred to Notre Dame for Marine train—AP Telemat.
and John Lujack (right), left halfback of Connellsville. Pa

unn, my successful op.
the party, receive my

44101110.---
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Victory Symbol

Glass jars filled too full, screw
bands turned too tight, and canning done in the oven are causes
of the exploding or cracking of
filled jars of fruits and vegetables, says Mrs. Pearl Haak, food
specialist at the Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home
Economics. Home canners will
avoid accidents if they follow
which
directions
closely the
come with the jars or covers.
"When food is placed in a jar
with the new type glass-top
cover, it is absolutely imperative that an inch of space be
left for expansion," said the
canning authority. "Then, to allow expanding steam to escape,
the band should be turned back
a fourth of a turn, after first
being screwed tight. Jars explode when the steam cannot
escape, the accumulated pressure
shattering the jar." Mrs. Haak
explained that any jar sealed
with a detached rubber ring
must have the metal band turned back a fourth turn after
being tightened, whether processing is done in the hot water
bath or pressure cooker. Screw
bands used with the glass-top
jars are made of steel which do
not expand as did the old zinc
covers.
Home canners are also cautioned against the use of ovens
for canning. While heat control
devices on kitchen stoves may
make possible an excellent job
of baking, they may not be exact
enough for the high temperature
required for canning.
When glass-top jars are used,
the college recommends the precooking of non-acid vegetables
in an open kettle, when the filling of hot jars to within an
inch of the top. Processing for

Ky. Dove Season
To Open Sept. 16
PegiSter now or

rAID

Sally Gilgert (right) pins the
Fairmont. Minn., Victory Crop
Drive armband on Edward Wade
42-year-old machinist, the first
person to register in the city's
drive by the 7,000 residents to
put everyone to work harvesting
the sweet corn crop and beat the
fartn labor shortage.
—AP Telemat
The Nazis are believed to have
taken the idea of using paratroops in combat frovn the Russians, who demonstrated their
use in war games in 1935.
Captain Jonathan Carnes of
Salem, Mass., accidentally discovered the source of pepper in
Sumatara in 1796.
the required length of time may
be done in either a hot water
bath or pressure cooker. Detailed directions are given in
the leaflet "Can Fruits and
Vegetables for Victory," available at offices of county and
home agents, or at the college.
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Frankfort, Aug. 10—Kentucky's
dove season will run from September 16 to October 15, inclusive, official notice received by
S. A. Wakefield, Director of the
Division of Game and Fish, announced today.
disapexpressed
Wakefield
pointment at the action of the
U. S. Fish & Wildlife Service,
saying it ignored pleas from him,
the League of Kentucky Sportsmen and various individuals who
wanted the open season to run
from 'September 1 to October 1.
Wakefield explained that many
,loves migrate from Northern
,ind Central Kentucky by the
middle of September, leaving
hunters in those sections less
chance for bagging them after

that time.
The dove season will be the
same As last year, Wakefield
said, adding that a letter he
received Monday from Washington was misleading and gave an
erroneous impression that 15
days had been added to the season this year.
Wakefield said the open season for wild clucks and geese in
Kentucky would be from October 15 to December 23, same as
last year.
He called attention again to
the opening of the squirrel sea
son August 15, with a daily
bag limit of six, and urged all
hunters to get either their county hunting license for $1, or their
State-wide license for $3.
0
its
When a crocodile fills
mouth with food the pressure
against the top of the mouth releases tears from Its lachrymal
glands.

MAKES VICTORY GARDEN
AND PRAISES RETONGA
Don't Believe I Could
Have Worked Even Thirty
Minutes But For This
Grand Medicine," Declares
Mrs. Highsmith.

lion forced me to depend almost
entirely on laxatives. I seldom
got a night of sound sleep, and
•I felt so weak and rundown that
my housework seemed a burden
almost beyond my strength.
Happy and grateful for the reThe relief Retonga brought me
lief Retonga brought her, Mrs. seems almost marvelous, I have
Martha Highsmith, well known a wonderful appetite, the disand highly respected church wo- tress from nervousness, gas, and
man and resident of Pink Staff, indigestion has let up, and I
Ill. Discussing her happy relief, sleep fine. Even that terrible
constipation is relieved. I feel
Mrs. Highsmith states:
"I am now able to work sev- strong and fine. I made a trip
eral hours a day in my victory to Missouri recently and I told
garden, and I don't believe I all my friends there about Recould have worked over thirty tonga."
Retonga is intended to relieve
minutes but for Retonga. My appetite was so poor that I ate distress due to Vitamin B-1 dejust because it was meal time. ficiency, sluggish elimination, inThen within a few minutes gas sufficient flow of gastric juices
would form in my stomach until in the stomach, and loss of apI felt so nervous and weak I petite. Retonga may be obtained
could hardly stand it. Constipa- at Dawson's Drug.Store.—(Adv.

"I
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INC SON OF HEAVEN RESCUED—A U. S. sub which sank his ship stands by to pick up
grinning Jap from the Pacific. He is kneeling on an overturned lifeboat. (Associated Press
to trom Navy).

°manpower Carries The Ball
By EDITH GAYLORD
.ated Press Features.
ashington.—This war's maner scoreboard shows that it's
to the women to carry the
over the goal, and unless
gals voluntarily warm up
get into the fray they'll
e to be yanked out of the
.dstand willy-nilly.
e team needs replacements,
the millions—and for nonbat purposes the manpower
rve now is womanpower.
e numbers of women resding to appeals for service—
the armed forces, as nurses.
war production work, in es'al civilian industries and
'ices—tall jar short of the able minimum required.
the shortage becomes very
t," Mrs. Franklin D. Rooseasserted at her press connee, it -will lead to registerand taking in of people of
n ages."
omen's units of the military
ices want more than 100,recruits within the next five
ths—which is as many as
'se enlisted to date, although
WACs and the WAVEs have
recruiting for more than a

increase.
Columbia, S. C. (FPI
Bluntly the WMC and Secre- than 1,500 letters from men in
tary of Labor Perkins declare the service at almost every batthat two-thirds of the jobs to be tle zone on the map and at scores
willed are "unglamorous" — the of military bases and camps is
the harvest Lester C. Miller has
dirty work.
They further assert that wo- reaped from a two-year cammen who can't take jibs outside paign of aiding walking soldiers
the home can help their sisters with rides in his car.
A defense job had him traveldo so by offering such home service needs as shopping, child ing constantly in 12 southern
care, food preparation, laimury. states two years ago, and from
Mrs. Roosevelt would likt to see his first trip he never failed to
this kind of service worked out stop for a khaki-clad figure.
He jotted down the names and
on a co-operative community baaddresses of every one of the
sis.
The First Lady also remarked hundreds of soldiers to whom he
that compulsory service isn't a gave lifts.
And he then wrote each one.
popular idea in America. Con"It is quite a long jump from
gress, which would have to le.gislate a drafting of women, has an a lonely road out of Athens, Ga.,
eye on the election calendar next to my last station and finally
year. Governmental authorities Africa. But here I am," wrote a
Sergeant, Clarence J.
shy away from it. Instead, they Master
Pinson, a Clemson college gradtry to persuade volunteers.
of
Then there are the likes of a uate and one of the hundreds
whom
battle-ribboned Army man just men and officers with
returned from 18 months of Miller corresponds.
Heading his long list of soldfighting Japs. Assign the unC.
married women to jobs, he said, ier-correspondents is Lester
an Air Corps
and let's get on with the war. Miller, jr., with
training group at Miami, Fla.

d the facts that Secretary
Kar Stimson has called for
DUO more WACs, the WAVES
nium quota is 91.000 by the
of 1944, and the Marines
SPARS want to maintain inn at 1,100 and 700 a month
ctively.
surgeon general has as.ed that 65,000 student nurses
the recruited this year to
t military and civilian needs.
S for industry, two million
..en is the absolute minimum
ght for the next five months,
the War Manpower Commissays the rate of need will

gin
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Soldier Helper
Gets 1,500 Letters

General Does
Some KP Duty
Camp Livingston, La. (/P) —
General Shoulders has been assigned to a "spud" peeling detail in a company kitchen here,
and Colonel Johnson recently
was excused from KP duty after
being promoted to corporal.
Confusing? Not at all.
The "General" is pfc General
W. Shoulders and the "Colonel"
is Colonel Johnson. Both are
members of an artillery unit
here.

It is a home which is kept to standard in spite of Present
Conditions Due to War.

IS YOURS A VICTORY HOME?
If Not, You Can Easily Remedy This Matter.
In these trying days, it is highly important that
morale in the homes of American civilians be
kept at a high pitch. For it is only when civilian
morale fails that there is any danger of lowered
morale among our fighting men.

Jeweler's Trick
Leaves Him Cold
Hominy, Okla. (in—The repairman said the electric ice box
at the C. B. Andersons wouldn't
run with that little spring broken, and you know about priorities, etc.
Anderson, a jeweler, canvassed
the towp until he found a bobby
pin of the right weight. With
that he made his own spring.
ice cubes again come from the
Anderson refrigerator.

DEAD STOCK - HORSES, MULES
COWS AND SHEEP
Trucks.
Removed Free of Charge . . . Sanitary
promptcalls
Our driver is courteous, answering
calls.
ly. We pay all phone

The acquisition of new furniture in the home
gives a boost to the morale of every occupant of
the house . . . gives an increased sense of pride
which is a splendid asset.

We would appreciate an opportunity to show you
the result of our efforts to keep our store and
stocks up to our victory standard. For this reason, we cordially invite you to visit our store and
shop on all 9 floors of Good Furniture. You will
be under no obligation to buy, and you will be
made to feel welcome.

CERTAINLY ... you can still buy on credit!
Liberal credit terms are available on any item in our store . . . and these
terms will be cheerfully extended.

—GREASE MARES BONDS—
War Materials!
Turn Your Dead Stock Into

Phone 423 - Princeton, Ky.

Kentucky Renderniug Works

KEACH FURNITURE COMPANY

Thursday,
Page Ten

Thursday, AUciUSt iz

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
Races Start Late At
Dade Park; Crowds Grow

••

Dade Park, Aug. 11—The second feature event of the 26-day
summer race meeting at Dade
Park will be run Saturday, Aug.
14, the annual Dade Park Handicap, open to 3-years-olds and
upward for a purse of $1,000,
over a distance of a mile and
40 yards. The 3 o'clock post-time
for the first race is proving
popular with fans. A large number of workers in defense plants
finish their day's work at 3
or 3:30, and are thus able to
get recreation at the track.

is
le

Complaints Heard
On Truck Noise

Most Beautiful

Police Instructed To
Abate Disturbances
On Streets Here

Big Horse Show
To Aid Hospital
Takes Place Of State

which
flourishes in
all
over India.
New Delhi (fP)—The British
army has solved the shortage of
U. S. cruisers
pins in India by using thorns to
and
fasten papers together. Thorns captured more than pr
1,000
are from the common babul tree merehantrinm in
the war of

Thorns Sub For Pins

John Earl Davis, U. S. Coast
Fair Event Canceled
Guard, New York City, is on
During War
furlough, visiting his parents,
Abating of unnecessary noises
(By Associated Press)
Mr. and Mrs. George Davis.
and parking of huge commerLouisville.—A Kentucky horse
*
*
*
cial trucks in front of residences
show, to benefit patients of the
Kenneth D. Morgan, son of
for a long period of time were
Nichols General Hospital here,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Morgan
,
will open at Churchill Downs
called
attenti
to
on
city
of
police
Baldwin Avenue, is now a memSeptem
ber 15 and run through
at
Monday
night's
session of
ber of the Merchants' Marine
s
18th,
F. W. Curran, general
the
City
Council
, and the officers
in the Radio Department, stachairman of the event, announcwere instructed to stop the
tioned at New York City. For the
You can still bring your health problem s
ed this week.
to
practices or reduce to a minilast year, he has been instructor
Utah, is on furlough, visiting mum.
replanned
to
The
show was
at th, Signal Depot, Lexington
and expect the same efficient service as
his parents, Mr. iaid Mrs. Leroy
place the State Fair horse show,
The complaint had been made
* * *
in h
Richardson and family.
canceled, along with the fair,
the
Mayor
said,
that
motor
George Smiley, Jr., who was
* * *
locati
past.
on.
Same
for the duration of the war, Curdriven vehicles have been makrecently inducted into the Army,
Word has been received by his ing so much noise as to interran said.
has been transferred from Ft. parents
, Mr. and Mrs. S. 0. fere with sleep, and that large
Robert B. Jewell, Wilmore,
Custer, Mich:, to Ft. Bend, Ore. Catlett,
of the safe arrival of trucks have been parking in
manager of the Kentucky State
* *
*
Reginald Catlett in Plymouth, front of residences to the
Fair, has been named manager
disLouard Egbert, stationed at Va. He is a membe
r of the U. pleasure of residents. A committhe horse show. He said premof
San Anita, Calif., has recentl S. Navy and
y
has been on over- tee was appointed to confer with
iums will total more than $12,been promoted to rank of Staff- seas duty.
500 and that a premium list is
establishments that load trucks
Sergeant. His wife, the former
* * *
being prepared and will be ready
at times when services are in
MASSO-THERAPIST
Jean Blythe, and little son reSergeant Claude Allison Akin, progress at places in close proxifor distribution in a few days.
cently joined him there.
son of Mrs. Fanny Akin, has mity, especially Sundays, with
Hours 8-12 A.M. — 1-5 P.M.
Gov. Keen Johnson is honor* * *
been transferred from Columbus, the view of having loading done
ary general chairman of the
Phone 671
Word has been received of the Ohio to Ft. Knox. He spent last at times
event, and Wilson W. Wyatt,
when there would be
arrival of Pfc. Ernest Lowell week-end here.
Plum
St.
212
no interference.
mayor of Louisville, is honorary
Princeton, ty,
Smith in England.
* *
Holder of the title of the girl horse show committee chairman.
Routine business was follow*
*
*
Raymond Skees, U.S.N., is on ed by adjournment. The session with the most beautiful legs in
The meet is being held at the
New Orleans, La., is Miss 0'- Downs, Curran said, because
James Bond Morehead, U. S. furlough visiting his family here. was attended by
the
Councilmen
Navy, has recently received
* * *
Blackburn, Jones, Lacey, Morgan Nelia de Noux (above), 17, who State fair grounds has been cona
was
commission as lieutenant and readjudg
ed
the
winner
in
a
verted to war production purFirst Lieutenant and Mrs. and Quinn, Mayor Cash preported August 9 in Wellesley, James Colema
contest at Pontchartrain beach. poses and Churchi
n and little son, siding.
ll Downs is
Mass, for further training. Lieut. Johnny of Indiana
Besides
the
title,
she won a war easily reached by street cars
,
polis, Ind., are
Morehead is a son of Charles S. visiting Mr.
bond
and a chance to compete and busses.
W .F. Miller, U. S. Coast
and Mrs. J. W. McMorehead and a nephew of Mrs. Gough and other
-relatives here. Guard, is on furlough visiting in a national contest for a $1,
Harvey Moore and Miss Matie
* * *
his mother, Mrs. Addle Miller, 000 prize. Hiking her dress, Miss
Noted Navy Chaplain
Bond, Donivan street.
West Market street. He is sta- de Noux vindicates the judges
Pfc.
Joby
Loftus,
Camp
ForFrom that time forth
* * *
decisio
n.
—AP
Telema
tioned
t Urges Women To Push
at Freeport, Texas.
rest, Tenn., spent last weekend
began Jesus to shew unPfc. Jimmy Ri,thardson, Ogden, at his home
* * *
here.
Canning Activities
to his disciples, how that
Howard Cotton, recently dis- Don't Tell The OPA
he must go unto JeruNavy Chaplain Howell M.
Roy, Utah (IF) — George L.
missed from Nichols Hospital in
salem, and suffer and
Lousiville, has returned to his Beasley, retiring after 23 years Forgy, of "Praise the Lord and
be killed, and be raised
home here on South Seminary as a rural mail carrier, estimat- Pass the Ammunition" fame, reagain the third day. Then
street, and has been given a ed he has traveled 350,000 miles, cently addressed the AdvertisPeter rebuked him, Lord
ers Club, of San Francisco, urgmedical discharge from
the used up 10 automobiles and
this shall not be unto
bought $7,800 worth of gasoline ing housewives to redouble their
Army.
thee.
summer canning activities. He
and oil.
said he vividly remembered one
But he turned and said
Roast Beef,
time when all water condensers
unto Peter, Get thee beon the ship were damaged in
hind me Satan.,
Diplomatic Style
battle.
Wounded
men
were
London (FP) — Dinner invitastretched all civet the mess hall
tions to the Argentine embassy
. . . and there was no water to
are highly prized in London begive them. Canned orange juice
cause of the excellent roast beef
(By Associated Press)
saved many, lives that day,
served there.
Chicago. — Plastic or glass Chaplain Forgy said. His wife,
This beef is important under
the former Louise Morgan, of
special
diplomatic
privileges "coins" valued in ration points
from the rich grasslands of the rather than cents will be put Princeton, is with her husband
I
RA! 1):141 I mits. ANI) mm RNI Ilk, DI Al 0,
at San Franciwo.
South American republic.
into circulation beginning about
•I s
I'll.,
t
Even
in
wartim
\\Ito
e
v.,(
1
foreign
I
em0 P\ 1( 1
We wish to take this means of thanking the
January 1 as a supplement to
Ten milion pounds of cod filbassies are allowed to import
voters of Caldwell county who so loyally
food and drink in reasonable the present stamp system, Ed- lets were produced in Newsupported
Ben Kilgore for the Democratic nominee for
quantities, but the other embas- ward F. Stegen, regional ration- foundland last year, valued at Beautiful Volume of these
famous Scene,.
Governor.
more than $1,000,000.
sies do not take much advant- al rationing executive, announ
We are proud that Kilgore carried this county
cby a
age of their privilege, since gen- ed Tuesday.
margin of 126 votes in one of the lightest
erally the food situation in their
votes ever
The tokens, red and blue, will
cast in the county.
own countries or difficult com- be manufactured in one and
five
munications does not admit of point units, the one-point
token
much
export.
to be about the size of a nickel,
To the opponents of Mr. Kilgore and the
local
the five-point about the size of
organizations, we say, thanks for a race conduc
a quarter. For use only in food
ted in
Seagull Gets
a fair and clean manner and pledge the
rationing, the tokens will be
for floors, shines • while it dries.
winner our
Something new and easy to use. keeps veil
Too Flighty
given to dealers to make change
wholehearted support in the November electio
floors in perfect condition. Pint
n.
Salt Lake City, (IF) — The sea- for stamps of a higher value,
bottle
49e
•
gull has a revered spot in Utah Stegen said.
—
history—there is even a monuStegen also announced that
M. P. Brown, County Chairman
ment to the big bird in Temple War Ration Book III would beFruit Bar
Square—but fruit growers in the come effective September 12.
Old Dutch
cans 154
Mrs. Annie Dean McElroy,
state are getting peeved at him.
The farmers contend that the agent, said the birds are protectCrystal Brand Baking (
5
Ladies Chairman
Kraft
gulls, whose antecednets de- ed under a Migratory bird treaty,
pound
pkg.
1
but they may be killed if found
voured crickets attacking
the
pioneer Mormons' crops, a r e responsible for damage. H e
BEN KILGORE FOR GOVERNOR COMMITTE
No. 33
E
feasting on their cherries. They warned farmers, however, that
Lemon
qt. btl.
want permission to shoot them. they must get a federal permit
C. L. Fretwell, a federal game before blazing away at the gulls.
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BACK IN PRACTIC

Dr. N. T. 1014E

THANKS
VOTERS!

Corns Replace
Ration Stamps

11.4°11)11.s _funeral ii)oint

SELF-POLISHING SNOW

CLASSIFIED ADS

SOFT CHEESES
Were Put On Rationed List June 1
But Not

Cottage Cheese
WHICH YOU CAN STILL BUY ACCORDIN
G TO YOUR NEEDS!
Our pure Cottage Cheese is wholesome,
easily digested, highly
nutritive and an ideal hot weather food.
Best in summer salads.
It's a pleasure for us to supply you such
a delicious, economical
and healthful food . . . a food which can
be served in so many
appetizing ways.
We have plenty of good, cultured Butter
Milk.

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.
B. T. DAUM, Prop.
Main at Cadiz St.

t'e

Phone 161

FOUND—bunch of keys (5) with
red dice on end, in front of
P. 0. Finder may have same
at Leader Office by payng for
ad.
1t
LOST or Strayed—Liver and
white bird dog; female; heavily ticked; about 10 years old.
Missing since August 1. Notify Robert Jacob. Phone 538.
ltp
WANTED—Route man or woman. Good opening. Sell, deliver Rawleigh Products year
around, steady work, large profits. Write Rawleigh's, Dept.
KYH-215-I37, Freeport, Ill.
FOR SALE—two houses located
On Baldwin Ave., Princeton,
see or write Robert L. Boyd,
Eddyville.
ltp
WANTED: Four or five room
house, by permanent family.
Phone 50.
FOR SALE: Modern dwelling, 5
room, bath, Highlands; hardwood floors. venetian shades,
stoker furnace; real borgain
at $4500. C. A. Woodall Real
Estate and Insurange Agency.
FOR SALE: Real bargain in
farm of 156 acres, including
crop, 40 acres of corn, 2 acres
dark tobacco, and large quantity of hay, yet to be put up.
Priced to sell, $4250. C. A.
Woodall Real Estate and Insurance Agency.
FREE! If Excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion. Heartburn, Belching,
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
get free sample. Udga. at Dawson Drug Store.
10t-52
BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds, bloodtested. $5.95 and up. Prompt
shipments Mondays or Thursdays. White for prices. Hoosier.
716 West Jefferson. Louisville

Cakes
Dinner
Cookies
lb. 1.5
Pancake Flour A""eptma 11(
Sauce
23c
Matches
Post Tens
22
Paramount Savory

14 oz. bottle

American Ace, box
6 boxes 4c 23f
10 individual asst.
cereal,
pkg.

WAX SANDWICH BAGS, extra
nice 1 Of
for lunches and picnics
pkg. I
VIRGINIA DARE INSTAND
ADE, makes
delicious drinks
or desserts
bottlft 1 1

Cleanser
Soda
Laundry Bleach
Cookies ca.
Oleomargarine
- Dog Food

Sandwich.16(
1:1

bg.in_ pkt•

Pard, dehydrated I(
pkg.

I
STRONG

PREMIUM ENGLISH STYLI
PREPARED MUSTARD
10 oz. jar

1

LOVING CUP COFFEE—the coffee
the wonderful flavor,
11).
1 lb. pkg. 22c
pkg

3

JERGEN'S 4 PURPOSE FACE
CREAM (plus 4€ tax)

jar

PRODUCE FROM ALL OVER THE COUNTRY
Elberta Freestone
KENTUCKY PEACHES
Tennessee Cobblers
POTATOES
Alabama Sweet
POTATOES
Tender Crisp Texas
GREEN ONIONS

for you at your Red Front Store.
Long Golden
lb
CALIFORNIA CARROTS

10 ib..39c
ib.121(
6ft
bunch

Itch. 12(
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Yellow
INDIANA ONIONS

lb.

Get your canning and
pickling supplies at your nearest Red Front
More for your Money all
the time.
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